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To ascertain the-trends of our times, we haye but to walk down thcaisles of a supermarket. Each
advertising box calls out to us in gladng letters, "New, improved!" "Ultra modern!:"Power plus!"
Such tantalizing description is designed to lure the consumers, sometimes'in doing so it confuses
them, The process of educational change in the past decade seems to have taken a similar trend.

''' Particularly in the past few years, we have seen the elementary school given new titles, new pro-
grams, even new structural designs. New words and phrases have been coined, seemingly over -
night 'the open school," "multi-learning" packages, "individualized learning centers," "team
teaching," "modular scheduling packets"to name a few. During the late '50s and '60s the federal , - :-...,
government appeared to have rediscoyered the young child. New programs, new methods were
outlined and prescribed for the issuance of federal monies. At the stifle time, publishing hoilsei and I . it
other big busineises were alerted to the tremendous profit- potential in producing multifaceted edu-
catiolial materials. - 1. : '

. i , 1

Througt all of this stir, the elementary teacher has been a stabilizing factor attempting to sift the
grainirom the mall, seeking to meet the individual needs of childien and pathways for

their budding creative interests. And amidst the changing tides of innovation, the tensions of a seg-
mented society, and the quest for true excellence inteaching, the Association for Childhood Educa-
tion Internatiiinal has continued lo be a bulwark, ACEI has sought to develop positions on signifi-
cant eduCational issues, to encourage the curious minds of innovative educators, and at tbe same

'lime to hold fast to policies and practices,worth,ypf retenticin, . S ,
c

The ,Primary School Potpoterri continues this. tradition. It. revises and updates the popular
Primary School Portfolio (last published in 1967i. First, Gladys Gardner Jenkins provides a.capsule
view of patterns of child growth and development, knowledge of which is every teacher's basic non-
negotiable too} ,Audrianna Allen and Marcus Ballenger then suggest ways t4.3, free children'S
thinking in an ever-expanding universe. Marytfarbage reminds u_ s that all children have fhe right to

5 at "Good School pay"whether laughiniArilly over a favorite poem, enjoying the good feeling of
finger paint oozing through small fingers or 'being thrilled by,inew science discovery. Rose Mukerji
nextldearly outlines stages of the creative process that can enliven any educational setting. Bob

stIollenbeck and Michael Radis give many.useful leads to constructive use of "Learning,..And Dorothy Anker describes promigng educational concepts that have tome together under the
4. iubrieof "The OpenClassroom." , .. .

., ...; &

More practical helps are,providedh,yloanni Bernstein, with frequently requested suggestions,for
"Approaches, to Discipline.", Importan(counsel about cooperative approaches to teaching follow,
with ideas from Dorothy Cross, and NanCy Balaban on "'Working .with Aide0 and from Vito

.. PerrOne on 'Parents and Schools." Finally Barbra, Goodwin with the assistance of Violetta
Patrick, resource librarian, proVides an excellent bibliography for teachers.who wish tg, pursue in

i, greater,dePth soMeof this publication's manyjdeas. .. 0..--- t'f'
:- -.:;--:, , --:

--_-= .s._.
. For.thildren to live, grow and mature in a w,eirld that is changing ia" ster eat_ year than in some' I , p.

..
,

previous'decades, they must be helped to develop ;frays of coping, of achieving success,.and of
developing lasting, fulfilling and equitable human relationships. Toward, these purPoses, this
publication is presehted. Mayyou, the classroom teacher, be. helped- hereb; to understandhetter
the tremendous challenges and growing urgency for excellence in program's for today's children.i.

7 . , .- , .' i.),, . '
Mircus 'Ballenger, Coordinator, Undergraduate Programs for

Elementaryand Secondary Education, fAiichita StateUnlyer-
sity. Ks. Member:at-Large, Eicecutive, Board of ,the Associa-
don for Childhood Educationlnternational (1973 76)
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The Si
Sevens,
Nines and lens

4-1

Gladys Gardner ienkihs*

The one generalization that can be made abdut sixes, sevens, eights and ;tines is that they
are all different, each one being a distinct individual. Each progesses at his or her own
rate, moving'someumes slowly, sometimes swiftly from one stage to another. But there
are a number of common characieiistics many children within an age group share,..On
these we base dur generalizations; from tti'se y'v'se draw "reasonable expectations,"

011 Being Six Years Old '

The six-year-old ig in a stage of continuous groivth 'and' changeorgans, framework
and muscles. At this time, eyes:are not.yet'inpt ure in Otter size or shape, and their rela-
tively shalloW depth probably'kc,Aounts f?ra tendency toward fPresightednesseSometime
between eight and ten the child'.4 eyes attain adult size and shape. EY)%and hand,preference
are'Well established by six, bill coOrdinatleA of eye and hand movements are not yet-

.,-- -
<x..

. ,
movements -

smooth MuscUlar development is also une.yen; in general, large muscles are moreiadvarked-t4an the small ones. Precise movements may require considerable effort and

$
strain. , . r .:

: , -7- .

Six-Year-olds areactive. They rush about in their play, jump up from; he table at meal-
times, wrigglelri their seats at scbool, and gesture freely as they talk. T eir.whole bodies
seem to be involved in everything they do. They may try to sit still, 1? they,are not able
to do so,for long periods because it'is difficult for them to control thejl movements. k is
clearly unwise to put unnecessary strain on these youngsters by expecOn&them,to sit still
for more than a short period of, time: They are better "beginners" tt4n "finihers" unless
deeply interested, 'then they arnazt teachers And parents by the length and depkof

:. / l' , .involvements. .. ,.
,

..
#' ' j.They absorb ideas better whendiscussions and, explanations are accompanied by many

chances to handle all kinds of materials and opportunities to uttv,e about in the
classtooln. Six-year-olds enjoy using their hods, but their relatively short periods of

children to write dr cut well or td do hanc&ork that involves ikill, control or concen -,

in goine areas make it hprd to carry an activity Since the
small muscles of the arms and handg are not completely develop4, it,,ts difficult formany

'.
. trated effort: ;

!,..±

gilds.Eagerness to learn is one of the most endearing traits of six-yeatelds. Theirs is the age
, ,

' of Why. How the questions of these children are answered and their curiosity stimulated
and encouraged partlyetermines their subsequent attitudes toward learning.

. Decisions and choices are hard fOr these children to to' fact, it is wise not to
expect to matV.Zlecisions from them.. This does not mean,that programs ,for this grade

1 ,,`,/

.Adapted from THESE ARE YOUR CHILEAEN, FOurth Edition by Gladys Gardner Jenkins and Helen S.
Shacter Copyright el 1975, 196§ by Scott, Foresman and Company. RePriiied by permission of the publisher.

t if"
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should be-rigid:On the contrary, much freedom and adaptahility within the program are
needed even while broad limits and sequences are clearly marked .

Primarily the sixth year is one of transition., The'child is not a more integrated, better
adjusted five -year 'old, but may frequently be-less well balanced, less robust less decisive,
and often less cociperative,than a yeargarlier. The six-year-old wants to grow up, but. at
the,same time feels small and dependent upcin the supporting affection of adults. The new

,,experiences of the elementary school rriay.seem both exciting and overwhelming. There is
a thrust forward into the world of children and at thesane time a need for some continu-
ing dependence.upon trusted grown-ups. Rigid discipline or a severe atmosphere at home
or school may iiihibit independence rather than foster it. The six-year-old wilts under dis:
approval and may become easily discouraged. ticplosiVeness and changeability are
normal at this agelnd should be expected within reasonable degree (furious one minute,
often foigetting anger the- next). Grudges are rarely held. ,Six-year-olds plunge into
activity, get tired almost t6 exhaustion without having the wisdom to stop their active
boisterous play. There is.a need to protect 'them from themselves. Affection, warmt
friendliness and a sense of humor can help the adult live happily with six-year-olds. These
children need praise, encouragement, understanding, and friendly guidance.

Emphasis-upon academic achievement can destroy a first-grader's confidence. Grades
or marks should not be emphasized but each child should be helped to, read, write and do
numbers when mastery becomes possible. Not all first-gradvs will be ready for these
experienceS at the same time. Some may 13e far ahead of others an should be met at their
advanced level if boredom and restlessness are to be avoided, v#iile others will not be
ready until later. By building of the child's point of readiness, ea' h youngster will pass
more smoothly and efficiently from the primary into the middje school without the
discouraging effects of failure, '

Adults are often impatient, expecting too much o1 six-year-olds. Success should be
judged by direction of prOgress and attitude toward learning rather than by a particular
achievement at a particular time. Steady growth is a sign of success, If vile expect more of a
six-year-old than the child is ready or able to give, tensions may develop that will slow the
process of learning and affect the child's self-image and the rerationship with the school
situation.

On Being Seven Years Old .,:- .
--- The seven-year-olds,feelings and attitudes toward

r

school andotber people are maturing.
This year experience's, interests and reactions for most of the, children will be on new
levels. The bodys still changing. Legs continue to lengthen rapidly. The largo muscles are
still ahead of the small muscles in their development, but the child is gradually developing

. ',ipore .precision in the use of the small muscles. A pencil can 'be. held more efficiently,
although it may still be grasped tightly: A child may still show some tension when writing
or printing. Eye-hand coordinationjs steadily improVing. The eyes of some of the children-
may not yet be ready-to accommodate to any prolonged near focusing, and.considerAble
.eye-ruhbing has been noticed among this agegroup.)

G 0
, , .

The seven-year-old may tire easily, often showing fatigueduring the afternoon sChOol
Session, particularly if sleep has been inadequate. Rest tieriods'can be.provided in many
ways, including a change oOctivity. However, a healthy seven-year-ol,ceis full of vitality
and energy. Activity is likely to be balanced with periods of relatively quiet play. Young-
sters this age enjoy quiet games, although most of them still feel tie greater drive to rush
around, climb, do stunts, and-takepart in active: physical.play.

.tJ



4 The seven-year-old learns more easilg,if presented with concrete situations, and much
can be taught through manipulation of materials. These children should be encouraged to
use their hands to explore their environment, to make things, to help them, to understand
'scienceproblems. Seven-year-olds are still unable to handle much abstract thought.

These children stand up for,their tights.on the playground and sometimes will defend
the rights of another child, especially where property is concerned. A certain amount of
aggressiveness and the ability to hold ones own. position are becoming necessary.
Children need help in learning- how to do this without becoming overly aggressive or
harming oth5 children.

Seven-yer-olds are becoming sensitive fo what other children think about them. Many
children b come anx?ous lest others may not like them. Boys and girls play together in
group ga es, but interests Ore diverging, possibly due to cultural pressure..Best friends
'are usually but not necessarily of the same sex.

Although wanting to be independent, many seven-year-olds do not quite trust them-
selv :A child may turn to the teacher for confirmation that some action is all right. Yet
with t o much adult control there may be rebellion. These children seem to need
reassurance, w out which many of them may give up trying new things. Criticism is
hard to take an. may result in ahger or crying. Adults need to be supportive while
encottraginiindep ndence.and spontaneity.

Seven-year-oj are increasingly sensitive to feelings and attitudes of others. Thy are
gradually beco hig more aware of their feelings about other people, and of the may t her
people fe a out them. This is a good time for role playing and for learning how one's
actions affect other people. Many of these children are beginning to be able to assume
some responsibility for what they do or say. They are concerned about right and wrong,
and are frequently rigid about the rules of a game, indignant. if customary rules are
broken 'Criticism of playmateswho are considered to have done wrongmay be given,
with some vehemence. tattling is a way Of finding out about right and wrong.

A seven-year-old's eagerness to do things the right way majtes him more amenable than
he was at six to conforming to adult standards. Sensitive to failure, ridicule or sarcasm,
there may be compliance with adults out of fear of the consequences. Adults should
endeavor to avoid approaChes that make these children too Conforming. They should give,.
tk\e support and encouragement that help to develop self-confidence, ,self-rehance and
creativity ; otherwise some of these children may become too inhibited, unable to move
freely toward independence.'

On Being Eight Years Old "
,?

Eight-year-olds are on the dividing line between early childhood and the.more mature
Middle years, They are no longer little .children, nor are they as "settled, clown': and
responsible as most of them soon will be. They resent being talked down to by adults, but
are still dependent upon praise and encouragement and need to be helped to understand
and fulfill their responsibilities. 'Eight is a year when children are eager for new
experiences Many of them seem ready to tackle anything and often show more enthu-
siasm than wisdom in what they may attempt. Eight-year-olds want to try things out, to
see by they work, to know how 'they are made. A wise adult will guide and use this
enthusiasm and channel curiosity and vital interests into meaningful learning experiences.

Eight-year-olds are developing steadily but slowly, Arms are lengthening, and hands
are growing larger. Eyes are beginning to accommodate more readily both to near and far
distances, go that eight-year-olds are now better able to handle all forms of school work

41-1
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that require+ye-hand coordinaAon. Near-sightedness is often noticed during this year.

Since the large muscles are still develophig, children need many opportunities for
movement and active, outdoor play. At the same- time the small muscles are much better
developed, and the children are able to use them more effectively and for longer periods of
time.

Most eight-year-olds want a "best friend.'" There may be many quarrels and arguments
among friends, but a sense oflOyalty is developing. Children of this age also seep to'enjoy
haying an enemy.Sometimes two children or a group will singlb out another child as the
foe, or as a scapegoat. Although the .children can usually work out most of their inter-
personal relationships without adult interference, it may be necessary for an adult to
interfere if one child.is being harmed by other children either physically or psychological-
ly. Eight.year-olds may need help in learning to accept those wholire different frofn them-
selves or those with whom they disagree. But because of their g-owing interest in people,
the time is tight to help them to develop a friendly interest-in other children', particujarly
those outside o their immediate group.

Eight-year-olds still cannot take much criticism, altbocigh they are beginning tribe more
capable of some self-evaluation. They are also beginning to be better able to give and take
criticism among their peers, providing it is within a basically friendly framework.

Movies, comics, radio and television have become a definite part of the'life of the eight-
year-old. They can learn much from television in- particular, if wisely guided in' their
choice of programs. Some children will be stimulated by telev"isitm to read for more of the
story or for information and further facts: However,.the child who is a poor reader may,
turn increasingly to television and other kinds of media such as comics. Many eight -year-
olds read and enjoy books if their interest and delight in them has been encouraged and
they have mastered the skills of reading. Children who do not read well may already be
rejecting the reading of Books for pleasure. It is important to offer children of this age
books that are full adventure and humor ;within the range of'their reading ability.

12
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1 Children of thiS ge are als9 often', avid collectors -and hoarders: The ,collections may
.1 seem to be of little lue'tb groWn-ups;but they have meaning to the child and should not

be discouraged. Ind d some,Of them may lead to a life:long i4erest.,
Most children' can ow tell timeancfrcan retate it to the sequenced events of the day. Yet

, .

-. many dO not seem, re dy.to take complete responsibility for going to bed, getting up, or
0: ( arriving atschOol on t e. They have attundertancp_iig of days, months, years, and their

' relationthip to one an her. They have growing,interest in things that happened lorig
ago,' but still'somecon sion about the exact time-.when past events occurred.

r; 1 These youngsters are iten argumentative and sometimes irksome. There is no longer.
'complete acceptance of t an adult may'say,,Eight-year-olds are full of questions. They
are eager to find out, about the World around them. They enjoy field `trips: They are
stimulating tq be with."Th may. be .beginning to be careless about their clothes,

. unwilling to help at home, so tirtes noisy and brossy, but gheyoare also usually loveable,
and friendly This y6r can be a ood one for, adults and children, for eight-year-olds will
respond well to wise and kificily a t leadership and guidance.. 41.01.^ 1

i P
On Being Nine ;Yeats Old '

: .
,

'Most nine-yearcolds are fairly responsible and.dependable: They understand explana-
tions; they ore interested in, trying to do- things well. They are beginning to have a real
sense of What is right and wrong. Individpakabilities are becoming cleally apparent and
real interests are beginning-to develop. The nine-yeiar-old is an individual whose unique:. personalitrit becoujing-evident.. ..

..

At nine the Wide variations in development that will become increasingly evidentaCten,
'eleven and twelve 'may be noticeable. In theii interests most nine-year-olds are closer to
those,, of ten- Or eleven-yeavOlds. than 'to 'seven -`or eight-ner-olds, whom thety think of

' and surnetinteS refer to as "those children." This is especially-true of fast-maturing girls,.
some of Whoin may be nearing preadotesGence.

. Physally most' nine =yea -olds ai-e experiencing*" the steady growth that has been
apparent over the last three years: The lungs andthedigestive and circulatory systems are
still developing but are almost mature in f9nction. The heart is not quite fullY,developed,

,4" and phyStcal competitioffneeds to 13e.Natched in order to avoid strain. Eyes are able to
accommodate more comfortably_ to close, work. 'ye-hand Coordination is greatly
unproved; 'and many, yofingsters. ark" nc4 quite skillful with their hands. However, -
individual differences 'in this area are becoming increasingly noticeable. Successes and'.

.; :0' , ''difficultieSAit more evident:
. :.1^,

the attention span has greatlyincreased but is still dependent Upo'n interest and motiva-
-tion Foreicror requirectattention over too long a period still may result in restlessness, a
drop in interest, or even tension; AffliktIts' should 'avoid planning activities of too- long
duration. Nin-year-olds like to make plOs of their.own and can carry many of them out
without adult direction. On the other hand; if Antentst flags, the troject may, be dropped
withourconcern. A nine-year-old is a g9od beginner J:itit does no always carry through.
One interest may'be-supplanted by another,each entered into with initial enthusiasm.

Many nirie-year-olds are becoming Criticarof the results 9f their work. Techniques and
skills are beCOming morefmpnrtant.to them in both- work and play. They want to,know....
how% do things. However, adults can overdo the teaching of techniques and skills at this

'age. The' adult who it over- insistent, too much of a perfectionist, can destroy a= child's
initial desire to Master a skill and the pleasure.in-using it. ip-

e
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Competition needs to be kept within bounds not only for physical reasons, but also

because the need to win can become too important. A nine-yeai'-old may drive too hard to
win or a child may be hurt and discouraged by the jibes of others, bicatise he is not able
to win for his side. These children need to be helped to learn how to win and how to,lose.

Many nine-year-olds are beginning to think for themselves and may no longer accept
what parents and teachers say as,being correct. They are'beginning to find out that there
are often many points-of view. Some children will become critical and outspoken even
with the adults of whom they are fond. But the nine-year-pld is usually becoming
reasonable, it is possible to talk things over as long the adult is willing to listen to what

...-

the youngster has to say. There is also a greater capacity for recognizing and carrying
res'pon'sibility. Nine-year-olds, however, Ore more responsive,when they are included in
choosing what they will be responsible for and in making 'plans than when they ar.e told
"this i5 what we are going to do."

Because nine-year-olds seem capable and independent in
\
many ways, adults sometimes

expect tod much. These children still need appreciation
to

encouragement in their
growing independence, but support when they still need tei be dependent from time to
time.

4-
1

On Being Ten Years Old
.

Ten-year-olds are rounding out the childhood years and se\em to be looking forward
curiously and eagerly to being grown-Up. Somelof them are even beginning to wonder and
talk about what they would like to do when they are grown- p. This is a good year for
teaching and learning, particularly in the fields of science a d social studies. Most ten-,
year-olds have a keen interest in what is going on notl only in their immediate
environment but in world. affairs. They are interested in social problems in an elementary
way and like to discuss them. They are becoming aware of differences among people, of
social justice .and injustice. They want to'know why there are criminals and hungry
people, why some people have a lot of money and others very little. Attitudes and
prejudicesare shaping up in wh'oleso'me or unwholesome ways.
t



8 'Feelings ate being formed about authority and cooperating Or not cooperating with it.
Concepts of raw and order are beginning to'be developed. Ideas about democracy are
forming A skrhole new fund ot information 'is besiiI picked up from newspapers,
magazines and television. If adults will take this growing concern seriously .and meet
these children at their level of thinking, their capacity to understand, these youngsters can
grow astonishingly in-their social concepts. Children at this critical age in their develop-
ment can be helped to develop a constructive approach to the Meaning bf citizenship in
our democracy.

For some children, this will be the dividing year between childhood and adolescence.
Although most ten-year-olds are still physically children, others will be moving into the
cycle of puberty Many girls of this age are physically More mature than most of the boys.
Some are already beginning to show signs of approaching menstruation. Occasionally a
ten-year-old girl will already be menstruating. Some of the girls, may be showing the
spurts in height and weight thapreface puberty. SOme ten-year-olds maybe showing
some of the emotional" tensions that sometimes accompany, the physical changes of the
cycle of puberty. For those children who are physically ahead oft the 'others in their
development this may be a difficult yek

Boys and girls, whether for cultural maturational reasons, are beginning to separate
more definitely in their- interests and ac 'vities. Although they may enjoy doing many
things together in school activities, in thei spontaneous play the Majority of them tend
toward boy or girl groups. Considerable r I or feigned antagonism may exist between
these groups, with many complaints of teasi or interfering with each other's activities.
Boys tend to form groups based on their activit es, such as baseball or touch football. Any
boy who can play is usually admitted to the gr P. Girls usually have "best friends" and
are less likely to admit an outsider to their gro .. Best friends seem very important to
most girls of this age, and the girl who does not b ong to a little group may feel hurt and
left out. This is the club- joining age, for_ both adu -directed, organized clubs andspon-
taneous ones. The latter quickly shift and change bot in membership and purpose.

Ten-year-olds are physically active. Both girls an bOys enjoy rushing around and
being busy with many things. They may easily over ad, themselves with their many
interests and activities. Adults a so tend to overload yo gsters of this-age by enrolling
them in'too many worthwhile g oups and out-of-school sons: Theie children are still
groWingand often tire easily. hey"need opportunities for quiet activities as well as
strenuous ones. They also need t e to be on their own to follow their own interests and -.
make their own plans.

There is a growing capability tc take things in stride, but some ten-year-olds are overly\
conscientious and become worriers. Fear of failure Is becoming a real concern even to
children whO d'o well in school. Ten-year-olds are all too aware of the consequences of

" failure. Pressures for achievement must be kept within realistic limits of what the 1

individual child is able to achieve. If this is not done, manyliten-year-olds begin to doubt.
themselves and to develop feelings 'of inferiority which may become permanent. Marty
children Of this age, particulitly b yg, begin to dislike school because they feel inade-
quate, unable to meet the requirem nts for reading or carrying out the kinds of tasks the
school requires. if sufficiently disc uraged, some of the boys may truant from school,
takepart in vanaalisni or establishp edelinquent patterns of behavior. , ,

For most children, however, ten might be called a plateau year, Itis a point of bringing
together-A that they have achieved ancilearned during the childhood years. It is a year of
getting ready for the changes that will soon take place as they enter puberty. It is a good
year in which to build for the future.

.

1
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No se pattern or minute -by- minute plan can be set for any single classroom or for any
one group two days in succession. Each classroom, each day; is unique. But there are
certain common elements in day-by-day school living that go into the making of a good
school day. . .

.

Each day in school should bring to every child an opportunity for laughter anclmerri-
ment, wonder and curiosity, repose and reflection. There shouldlii time for friendliness,
independence, high adventure and vigorous activity. There will be responsibilities to
assume, skills to. master,' problems to solve, and imagination to release. And most
important, for each child, there should be a growing awareness of the worth of himself as
a learner, a doer and a member of the schooPcommunity.

'Pei-haps the groups in a school haVe a,schedule orlust a gederl,framewOrk for a ctay,
i.e., times for occasional coming together fora story, some singing, or a group discussion.
A flexible ,sehed'ule.or a framework made with large blocks of time becomes adjustable to
the needs'of,the day. An alert teacher will know. when a part of the day is going so well

I ... .

. that an activity. most not be
,

interrupted.. . . , .. .
, .

I. .
Time To Talk ) ..,

,
Another essential of every day is plenty 4 time for pupils to plan, discuss, consider,

speculate, yerify---even argue. There needs to be time for boys and girls in pairs or in
small groups to talk to each Other; the teacher; and, at less frequent timesthe whole

°gr o up . Worries, fears, concerns and difficulties need to be revealed early in the day and
sometimes in private with the teacher. Joys and satisfactions' can be more widely
disseminated and enjoyed. One talking time should be reasonably early in the day, for
exciting news will not keep too long -such events as a big brother coming home from #. ,

overseas, a planned family ski trip, or an overnight hike. ,, -. 4

1 t:
there are a few "sh" classiooms still in existences those' wherein the voice mosi

frequently -heard is that of the teacher with The pupil's, responses confined,to 'mohosyl- ,
-),,- ,

fables. . Who is getting the practice in talking? The person who needs it Least of all., , _

Planning and Evaliiating . . ,

Each,teacher has to keep several kinds of planning in progress at all times. An inciivi:-
.

dual or a small group, less frequently the whole class, needs to review and perhaps
reconsider plans as they move ahead. At, the same time the teacher keeps ih mind the long-
term goals she has for the class. It is often good for the teacher to serve as a recorder and
watch ideas sprout and grow; .to see enthusiasm mount when boys and girls discuss
seriously',a plan of action from all angles, perhaps modify or set up alternatives and finallY
make a decision. one that is still open to reconsideration. Cdrisequently, everyone has,
had apart in planning, as an incOidiial pr a part of a group,,and everyone has a stake in
the outaine.

,
4,, .
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10 During and after wdrk time comes evaluation, another important thinking and talking
.time For the child, after' he has painted a picfure or completed a science or mathematics

. experiment, it is satisfying to receive earned praise, listen t the reactions of others and
consider with the group the results' of his IaborP..Such exp riences frequently lead to self -
appraisal and improvement;Theanswers to "What did) or we accomplish?" and 'Do we
move ahead as plaruied'or dcs) we reconsider?" lead to q6xt steps.

Pupil arid Teacher Evaltiation /
The act of giving grades creates many a disturbing moment for teachers. But, unieds

pupils and teacher have an understanding that a -Piece of written work is foe,the pupil's
own practice, experimentation or satisfaction, each serious endeavor should receive some
kind of evaluation: Probably the best kind is a short or even a long note such as: "This is
your best workso far.'"What happened, to you today?" This is a vivid description."
"Good for you! Not a single spelling mistake."

.

If checking papers seems to take' too much time, the teacher:should realize that. upils
should really not be turning In a multitude of papers each day. And as soon as possible,
certainly by third grade and often in second, pupils should learn to proofread each other's
papers in pairs, considering carefully. meaning and errors, erasing and correcting
Mistakes, and discussin,,' how the writer might have improved his work. Such papers
could come as a result of work in science, explorations in mathematics, a social studies
Unit 'or work In the rafiguage'arti. The ,teacher gives each paper a final look, making
additional con" ectio' p in orclinaiy,,Pencil (not in,red,,please!), as she reads.,

As frequently possib/le.tlfe teacher an& the pupil have a writing conference. ;If it is
"Writing the tea ei'feels shows particular-promise she can discuss with the pupil the
possibility of redoin it. OtherwiseO'therwises the child Should be.allowed to move on to another

,experience. W en, he tedto capture an idea on.paper,he has a right to do it in his own
way. When piece of written material goes out to- readers, the writer makes it his very
best's:vork F r those who have great difficulty in attaining,the miTicular.control needed in
handwriting stories and rePorts or aee overivhelmed by the intricacies of spelling, punt-

s tuating and structuring language, the are "scribes" oz "secretaries" in each class to be
botroWed far a period Of. time Thus' stories, poems and reports may be dictated.

,...
Gtoup Discussion-, i 't

, e,- ,.`
Small oriarge group diktuisions solve many probleM`S which s'ASOUld tax to. the utmost

the indiVidual teacher*Pftiine and judiciary powers. Out of such times (and 'these, have to
comearthe need arises) come wiser attitudes, more'mature values. and broader under-
standings. Childierican understandViat it is much more difficult,fOr Pete to attain accept
able starardsof Uhavior than it is for Mary Sue", and therefore yop adjust your

anti don't condemn Pe, ieas a bad boy, but rather commend him,,ifat all possible,,

for growthand progress, ,' , 'ift . - .
_,.._,- . i I.'

if t Tfl h=tgeonversation need not oecome,a lost art ir teachers give it an opportunity o ouris.., -
projects-arrd'grow. Children like to consult with friends as they work on projeds. On some days

'small conversation groups will evolve, Being a listening part Of such groups; is not only
interesting, t is most enlightening! ,

Listening A

Just as there are' Many talking times scattered through the day, so there are many
listening' times, times when Pupils'giye courteous attentiorcto each other or to the teacher

-< ,
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as she adds some Information, makes a suggestion or helps someone think through a
problem. Listening to the well-read story' can be one of the special times in each school
day. Talking about a book, interpreting the pictures, discussing the problems of the
library" selection committee, asking for favorites to be reread, playing a fragment of a
story, telling one or *reading alo'udthese are.411 part of the reading program. The ear is
the key to learning the patterns of speech,, the patterri which are transferred to the pages
of books.

Somehow teachers have rather assumed that when every pair of eyes is fixed intently on
her that every pair of ears is involved, Boys and girls have an uncannyoability to "tune
out" the spoken word at will, a tendency encouraged by hurtful environments of mal-
nutrition and insufficient mental stimulation, dull explanations, long scoldings, and adult-
style tempt'. tantrums. The "next-next" barber shop style of readingone line or one

/paragraph-at 4a time around the class or groupcan be counted on to elimin'ate most

-

,

Better uses of listening time come as a few or the whole group hear and interpret
lovely, expressive music, or the roar of thunder, the poundingrof rain or the slither of
sleet, or the nothingness of,sound in a snow-covered world. Teachers should try to give
each by and girl an extra pair of ."seeing g,lasses" and special "hearing aids." These help
pupils gather more meaning from-the world around them.

Physical Adivity
f:.` ,

PhyVcal activity mu. thea respected part of the classroom living situation every day.
Rhythmic response to music, group or individual work in the areas of construction and
experimentation, changing from individual study to group work necessitate moving
about, but regular, active times must be provided. Time.on the,playground is essential to
a child's total well-being, foreplay serves many purposes. Through play children can re--.

Areate their experience and increase their awareness of self and culture. Play. includes
"excise and recreation, learning and using new skills, building strengths and endurance,'"

,

4
increasing one's control of his body, learning to be fair.

.:,^ ,
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1 Play in its many, forms is essential to life and we never outgrow our need for it. Thofse
whobave never played or have lost the ability to play or who have never been childlike
frequently., become our sick:adults.

Whole Group, Small Group, and,Indiv,hlual-Work
P.* .

,

A good school day gives every child the opportunity to be a part of a group. There is a
comfortable feeling of 'belongingness" that can come from. being one of a committee or
experimental situation, a member of a special group or club, part of a gang, or one of a
pair of best friends.

During each sthoot day a child should have time as an individual to work at his own
-problems or in the fields of his own special interests, learning and discovering for him-
selftime he does not need to account-for. Perhaps he works in the area in which he most
needs special effort. For checking on gains, one pupil may want to enlist the help of a
friend. Or perhaps he wants to look at or read a book; watch the fish in the aquarium;
have a private talk; continue his research; or now and then just blissfully do nothintfor a
short span of time.

Often it is the individual (or small gtoup) work that gives the children time to create to
their own satisfaction. And out of these creationsa lovely design, a discovered song, a
bit of poetry, a new-found ability, the verification, of a hunch,,results of a scientific experi,
-ment, the application of a generalization in mathematicscome immensesatisfaction and
increased poiVer that give a child the willingness and eagerness to move on into something
new.

Rest

, .In anticipating the daily rest needs, a teacher watches out for signs of fatigue and does
not wait for droopiness or the comment, !I'm tired," before prescribing a change of
activity.' Tension, irritability, over-stimulation, restlessnessall tell the observant, adult
that the need is great;, the amebas come. A different task, taking a long stretch, being
floppy dolls, 'having a brisk gymnasium period, drinking some milk or juice, nibbling on a
carrot stick) or eating a handfUl of raisins, listening to a quiet poeth 'or some lovely
musicall these are restfand relating things.to do:

ThrSchbol Community

Each day shOuld bring contacts with an ever-enlaiging, interdependent group,of people,
those who make up the school community. These contacts should be of both the
impromptu and the planned kind. The pupils in a classroom may be made up of varied
age groupsa most satisfactory combinationor. more frequently of children within, a
narrow span. If the six-year-olds have just withdrawn a new book from the library and
have thoroughly enjoyed it, let them plan to have another group come in to enjoy it with
them.

The eight-year-olds may run'the paperback book store. Another group, say the nines,
might publish the school paper. One group assumes responsibility for the lost-and-found;
and another` runs the anti-litterbug campaign. It is a wonderful thrill for one child to be
"borrowed" by a group otchildren'because his help, is'needed.

.

Mayhe the'six-year-oldS need some near-professional pounding to make their hideout
hold together and may- ask the,nines to wield hammers. Or the seven-year-olds can carry
milk cases for the fives. *

1 J .

Many, good things that can be sharedfavorite songs, special 'games, plays, creative
y workgain new meaning'and woith as they become important to others.

19.
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V'The Curriculum

As the pupil explores, inquires, examines, studies, researches, verifies and draws_
tentative conclusions and generalizations, learning follois learning in a semi -logical
natural progression. Reading becomes a thing to be enjoyed and a satisfying-source of
information. Writing, spelling and punctuation are more and more important, as there are
letters, stories, newspapers, directions, invitations, reports and even books to write when
much has been discussed and needs to be said.

Pupils learn to observe, to test and trynot just to 'accept. They discover the
importance of common sense but realize that this 'alone is not enough:. They grow to .

respect their hunches, inclinations and impulses but again realize that these are mot
enough. They learn to withhold judgment until further evidence is in and then make
generalizations with great care. There is much that is exciting,to do, to find Out. Thereare'
people foo to fOr help and consultation.

4.

The Ongoing-ness

The-curriculum and environment of the elementary school compose one of thetworlds
in which these boys and girls liVe and grow. It is the walk they took and what each
saw, remembered and enjoyed. It is what a, teacher.helped children record about the walk.
It is the problem of how to help George find his talent to share with, all the group.
Curriculum is determinetrby real needs and real questions: What was the TA/Odd like when
our great-grandparents, were alive? How soon can I read this book for myself? As a
teacher gets to know the group, she can often supply the needed part of a curriculuni in an
anticipatoq fashion. Is Ginny clouding. up for a temper outburst? Then legs get her into
another situation quickly. The brushes are well washed, but one more dip into the water
for Martie's sake won't matter:

In Conclusion ,

%,

This outlines a full program, especially since in it there is nolace for rushing, Wsion, .

fears and inadequacies, pushing and fatigue; in it each child deserves to progress at his
own rate df speed, ande has a right tohis full measure of time and-attention.

How does one put all, these activities together s'o' that they make up a good school day?
Each teacher has to decide that question as he works, with each group of children. Plans
need constant revision. Perhaps one group.will start with,a ,falking time, move into small
group and individual pursuits- While the teacIrr has conferences, perhaps come back for
evaluation, perhaps not, have a good play or gymnasium period and then a quiet time
with some music followed by more work, lunch and rest; or alternate work and
relaztation in its various forms throughoutthe day. With another group the teacher,may

,do individual planning with some, while others Pick up where they stopped the day
before, or let work start as children arrive at school and then meet for a talking time. It
will depend upon the maturity and needs of the group.

There is no prescription for some of the essentials of good days. Wouldn't it be wonder-
ful if, just by marking -in those silly little squares in plan books, we could add joy and
laughter, tolerance and nnderstanding; the feeling of being important, awareness of
beauty, new insights and pOwers? Potentially, each of these ingredients is there waiting to
be found, captbred and made into a wonderful, joyous part of every day or lost and
overlooked for lack of a sensitive spirit.

When bath the teacher and the child leave the school satisfied with -what the day has -

brought and, happily and confidently anticipate their return tomorrow, this one has
probably been a good school day. .

.
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y-Audriinna Allen" .}
and Marcus Ballenger

In recent years the interest of educators and parents hasbeen focused more frequently on
children's thinking. The 1966 Educhtional Policies Commission Report begins with the
statement: "The development of intellectual ability and of intellectual interest is funda-
mental to the achievement of all the goals of American education. "l .t

Renewed and increasing interest in the mental development of children has spurred re-
searcconcerning the factors of intelligence. Around fifty heretofore.unki;own factors of
intelligence, most of which are as yet unmeasurable, have been revealed through research.
Researchers also report that IQ scores are not fixed but are subject to I change, that
dagrenceS in a child's environment can have a dramatic effect on his rate,of mental devel-
otiment, that the development of traits within any oneshild vary, and that,onty a very

- 'small perCentage of children are superior in both intelligence and creative thinking at t
-same tiine.,

. .
.

When-do Children think? Charlotte Crabtree says that "thinking occurs whenever child--
ren put ideas together in some pattern of. refationship"2 It is an active process that
involves children's participation rather than the mere absorption of information. Chal-
lenging this thinking is an important responsibility of every' teacherovhose aim should b
to help children learn to depend' upon higher and higher levels of thinking with more
'frequency. . , 4

.

,14
. .

1

The development .of a child's personality' arid his intelligence ought to go hand in hand..
There fs, according to jean Piaget, a succession of stages in the development of children's
Thinking as they move frorninfancy into the adolescent period-ciftheir lives.:It is apparent
that some educators are trying -to accelerate this pi'o'cess. The, questioni we must ask are,.is
our'task One of providing curriculum and instruction designed o stress cognitive develop-
ment in the shortestlime possible? Qr is the task one of providing curriculum and instruc,
tion for.the total developmentoi the child?

,
, ,Ne-..

isn't it true that the child needs to live as fully as posilble at each stage of growth if he is
to fulfill his role as a mature adUlt? Pressure and attempts to hasten this process may well
distort a child's development. ,

.

In What Kind of ThinkingXan Young Children Engage?
4&

i

. .

- Apparently young children are capable of engaging in most known forms of thinking.
While no two educators seem to refer td types of thinking in the same Way, some of the
terms commonly used inclUde :. .

. ..
,.. .; , . ,it

.,,
I Nation! Education Association, Educational Policiei'Commission, "Universal Opportunity for Early Child-

; hood Eciaition," 1966.

t.

2 Charlotte Crabtree, "Challenging Children To Think,': Primary Education (Washington, D.C.. ,Association for
Childhood Education International, 145), p. 22. ,

r '" ' '. . .

*Baied on esjudy of "Children's Thinking': done riy the 1965-66 ACEI Primary Education Committee.
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perceptualizing grouping practicing inquiry -
,

... recalling labeling doing-problem Solving
memorizing gen era liziag reaching logical conclusions

:conceptualizing interpreting evaluating -

identifying making inferences judging
associating reasoning' predicting
contrasting .. sequencing being intuitive.

In another set of terms there is consideration of the use of convergent or divergent
thinking, deductive or inductive thinking, cause and effect, critical thinking, or creative
thinking.

COncept Building
et.

Each time a child gathers and adds a bit of information about a topic, alVI experience, a
word or ariidea, he is confirming, building or enlarging upon a conception --one which
will need 'to, remain open to change for years to come. Concepts can grow out of
experiences 'in ,involvenient with people, things, places and' ideas. Each new or related
direct ekperience can add to a child's grolving fund of.reliable or partly reliable informa-
tion. He has this much additional,background to bring to thenext upcoming experience.

>-

Often it is the placeiif adults-simply" to stand by as children work at clarifying and
extending, their ideas. It takes numerous experiences to build a meaningful and reliable
concept. One has to angle in on it from many approaches before re kinghing a still tentative

.conclusion, r : -
One group of boys and girls were convinced that the stones im. the iilaSiground were,

rowing. ach day they became more excited about "those,geat big rocks" imaginatively
-seeing the playgroSdcovered with giant boulder's. The teacher only needed to ask, "How
can you find out if the stances are really growing?" One rock was brpught into the class-'
rcio.m,,,CarefUllY measured; each ensuing day. its measurements were recorded. Day after
day ifi4 rock "persisted" in remaining the same 'size. First ,a-little water was placed with
the rock. No change. Then Whit of earth was tapped in placerpund it. Still no change.
Growing more subtle in.their experiments, the children selected another rock and placed it
Cozily beside the first;'Nothing happened. After,several weeks the class reached a/peifectly
justifiable conclusion.: -The rocks on our school grounds dO not grow."

Not allhildren, nor adults, engage in the same kinds of thinking. There.are.tgose who
advance patiently and carefully, one step at a time. Dorris Lee points out that, "Dile child
learnSApidly by visual means but not auditory, another the reverse. Then there,is the
child who must act out physically and kinesthetically in one way or another to make an-
idea of his own." Not all children respond tb the stimulus-response Of rote style of.
learning.

And there are those who have hunches or take what Jerom'y Bruner calls ''cOurageckus
leiPs,to tentative conclusions."

Jon showed this ability as he stood by the teacher while she ,was playing the piano,
sometimes conversing with her, at other times thinking and considering, contemplating
by himself, 'Do you think Jeannie knows how cute she is when she is mad?"

The teacher's reply was a cautious, "Um

Jon continued, "1 wonder why we laughed yesterday when ftkhard fell 'down. It really
wasn't very funny,." Answei-ing.timself, he went on "I think we laugh when we don't
know what else to do. In time we'll know."

22
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This time the answering-4'nm hm" was less-tentative,' '-
Laura Zirbes frequently told the story of the chilclrpn who could not get their home-

made candles to wax, to grow fat.--They examined thp string wicks. carefully, they looked -

again at the book telling how the pioneers had made their ownsa,,stiliok their heads
over the hot pot of wax and tried again. After three quick tries they still obtained nothing
more than damp stringsvery slightly wax encrusted.

After another quick conference the decision was madeto let the wicks Cool for a longer
period between -etch dipping, then, tosdip,th'ein swiftly and hang them 110 for another
cooling period. That procedure worked. The candles begin to wax.

Bruner would have approvectof these children working their way out of a dilemma, for
' he has said that -fhe:more they practice _problem solving, the more likely they are to

generalize what they learn into a styld of inquiry that serves for any task they may
encounter.

The situation in which the children learned about Waxing candle'S was one in which the
teacher gave children time to think, to try out alternate ideas and.pfopose various plan's.
It was safe in this situation to"try ideas oq for. size?' -

Buchman relieyes children of the bui.den of discovering everything for themselves but
pOints out that inquiry is learning that is, initiatedand controlled by, the learner himself as
a means of expanding his own un'clerstanding.3 Once the child finds this discovery
process, he understands how others have- 'gone throfigh the same steps and he accepts their
conclusions- r

'OK
Positive School Atmosphere

The atmosphere ,of the school and the classroom in which the child lives is'a most
important aspect for developing reflective thinking. The living situation must be one of
friendly acceptance of ideas and feelings; of encouragement for discovery and experimen-
tation. Each child must have a strongfeeling of self-worth developed in a climate in which
he has 'been allowed to succeed frequently, fail without despair and disagree without
reprimand.

oneAn astronomer visiting one classroom said, ','This is a rock, from Jndiana and tells us
about earlier happenings there." Vaunie (a six-year-old) li-uestioned his statement, "How
do you'know it came from here just because you fq6inc it here? Maybe it came from some-
where else." The astronomer had to smile as he perceived Vaunie's growing ability to
listen with tongue in cheek.

Adequate Materials and Ideas
, '

Children cannot think in a vacuum. They have to do it as they relate and organize their
many experiences to find a common core of meaning. They gather meaning as they, see,
hear, smell, touch and taste, and' every so often an overarching thought will,emerge,
tying several experiences together. There must be things (multimedia), people (young and
old), ideaslgood and not so good) plus much involvement. .

,

Relating life in the real world and that of,a dream qr book world can be tied together by
"thinking thrditih." , , : '

Five-year-old Maura said, "Dreams! Are those the kinds of pictures that are funny that
you see at night when you're asleep?" The family said they were. "I always forget to say

, .
I RichardSuchinan, "Learning Through Inquiry," Childhood Education-, February 1965, p. 290,
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something about therri'when rwake up! The next morning when she came to the break;,..
fast table Maura said, "I had a re-run lasthight on those pictures. It really' is just like TV

One first grader af ei turning the pages" of his primer back.and forth several times c

.

, td this conclusion, "'I know that. all 'of these itorigs didn't hap en in one day because,
'.. the children don't al wearthe same clothes." !

Carekelly Designed tQuesions
1
.. ,;, 1 i

f . 4

The depth of children's thinking can be influenced by the ways adults phrase their ones7 ---7
_

. ,

tions and by the encouragement they give children in asking questions and by chirclehh
finding many of their own answers. The single-world answer, simplerecall question (What
is the state flower?) requires only memorization and recall of a fact. Questions must be
carefully Worded to develop they thinking process and lead to higher levels of critical
thinking. . , _ .. . .

A few thought-provoking questions to keep on tap might be: f et
What would ypu have done? .
Can you help me understand?
What were some of the things yOu wondered about while this was happening?
Let's see, now wl& might happen next/ ...

.1 HOw can youjest this theory? .. 2 2 ..

Who has some ideas about thls7J, / .

4

4 ,

Can you give us an examp Give us a "such as."
i. What do you think might happen if 7

_.
This is a real problem we cat seem to solve this way: How else could we start?
Where could we go,for help(on' this? . , '''' , , .

, . .

Could this-ever happen to 114_ , - . .
Does this make you think of something you have read or seen before? How could you
,-. find it again?
What might have caused thaf.to happen? ,_

I" '.
,

.In what other "Ways couldthishe done? , . -
How can ybu tell the difference getWeen 7' ; ,
Do you ag4e with this author?. Why. not? -:1. ,
Who has some ot141- ideas on-this?

,-,

What do you think about the source of this material? Let's do,some comparing.
Is thereinything important:We have left out?
Yes, that's a reas6nable ansyrer. Now where do we go next?

, 7 .. ., .

Through their thinking boys and girls often follow up on semi-generalizations which
they "research" again and again. )

Jon showed his teacher a word on one side of the chalkboard, walked to a chart 'art On the ;
other side and said, "Put these two wards together aold you have a new word. Is that the .
way big words are made?', The teacher's "Urn . 7" definitely had a question ,mark
after it. Jon gathered Fong lists of words to prove his point to the teacher. Shecconsiciered
these with Jon but still her "Uni 1" left his conclusion up .to some bit Of 'doubt..
Finally he catne,to her with two lisq: and said 'These big 'words are madeup of twg or .
three words and this one has four words in it. Then he sighed, pointed to a second sheet ?f
long words and said, "One in awhile there's a little word in these, In not always. 17g,
wOrds are made in different ways." The teacher's, "Right!" brotight.an answering sihilei

. Y (
Timmy spent days covering sheets of paper with numerals, some -of which. had :oil

black lines drawn thrOugh them; beside other numerals were precise check trthil<
i. , ,

. i

; .
.. .

. .
, L._ '-- '''. ,,
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Approaching the teacher, bearing his sheaf of numeral-filled papers as evidence, he-asked,
"Did you know that any numer no matter how big it is, is an even number if the digit in
the one's place is even?" The leacher nodded and said, "Ye's,.1 found that out tqo." Timmy
looked at her, tither puzzled. "Well, if you knew, why didn't you tell me" long ago ?"
Really, both Timmy and his teacher knew the answer-to that one.

iTC7Twf:
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Creativity is one of the shining words. It. lifts our spirits. It promises a rare, joyful event.
As yet, no cynic has succeeded in tarnishihr the image of creative experience.

The Mystique of creativity has. been successfully challenged by researchers without
destroying its essence. They have probed its mysteries, analyzed its anatomy, revealed'
how it can be wfostered. 'Fortunately; we can.use their findings to nuytfie the creative

.!potential within ourselves'and within the chilcircen'we teach.

teachers may be reluctant te)effne creativity in the, teaching/learning-encounter,
. .

. but we knaW.a great deal about it. We sense the power of its intense involve and Jeep/
commitment, the impact ofls'peak exRerience." When a person he`.canSayAth_
confidence, "I dictit; it's good;' The "it ruhs off on his persOn.'Hii;els, "L'im worthy, I.

---;
., ,4, <.

--<- .,:70.,
am good.". ..'" . , 5-Z- . . _ . - . /

.,-- - . .
-. .'6'' . . .

At times we an admire creativity and perhaps,,even envy it: Little wonder that we, our-
,

selVes, want ta.be more creative and want our children to savor the joy of creative expo-

Rose/Mukerji 19

1I

ience in learning,
7

Why Ciealivity?

..., a,

ego,. ' t _..,
.

Our desire 'for creativity comes- f i t st.,'Then cline the questions: P y h y 4 ,. t to be' a
more creative1eacher? Do I want to be ''in ?" Do I wants to ,escape the stri, et of lesson
plans? Do' I feel the need to challenge myself 'to use myself more fully? Might creative!
teaching tUrn'rny childien toward a bitter sense of sell?

iI. ''' . .,. ,

-4- . '' ''', . - .
It is important to,be lionest about why we want to engaze in creative teaching. Then, ," h ': , I

we can consider if we wa to pay the price for our choice: We should Shot be deceived by
, : . ...

rOmanticl,illiision, crea vity demands payment. If our familiar teaching sttategies ale
. .

found wanting, it want to try-an untried idea, and if we trust ourgelves`an'd our
<.

children e:noughwe- ke"the.tisk °Ca creatiVe new tOproach., '
. . r 1 ', ,,-

Risk-taihiiiihdfrust ,'
-

\

It_ is no accident that r.iskfalcihps.cipktplet1 with trust.. Risk-taking grows upon trust,
which' in tprn grow as a result of "hfraving survived a risk. . .successfully."..1 Mutual trust
between child and'teacheris paramount, devetaping in its own slow way, through peaks
and pitfalls thatwertloinbs'.ind outchildren throughout the yeaf,,

As we s4rch-fqr 'ways 400pen creative experiences for children, we can expect frustra-
unCeridinty,faiJU re., We can anticipate a conflict within ourselves. "Shall I take a

charKe an pose myself?, Or shall I hold on to the familiar and play it safe ?' Perhaps we
wcan lean fro i the inchworm. -fie, rezularly takes risks into unknown space, but always
from a poine.qf contact, from abase of security. We might do the same. As adults respon-.
sible for )1outg cbildren,we do well to try to keep a toehold, at least, in the'Sectirity of the

1

1 Evirohmental Ptudies, Essence, Box 1th9, Boulder, CO 80302. P. 14. (Copyright 0 by American Geographicl
at Institute.)
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known. This caution does not diminish Our, creativity.. It is just good common sense; it20. helps us survive. .

Stages of Creatie Process

If we have thought through our personal reasons for trying to teachmore creatively, and
if we agre to take some of the risks necessary, somelruidelihes might help.

ResearCherspn/reatiVity do offer some clues. They have docnmented four stages in_the
Creative process and the conditions that foster creative activity. gach of the conditions
implies teaching strategies for us to develop in a way contsistent With our individuality and
the uniqueness of our children in their educational setting.

Stage, One: Openingonese ,

In the first stage, a person must have a "set" for the creative process and a sense that an
important part of himself will be in it. He opens himself to many kinds of raw impressions
arid sensations. He does not censor; he does not pigeonhole into familiar boxes. In time,
he internalizes the newness and finds a way to accommodate a changed bit of "knowing.",

For example, six-year-old Marco knows that fingers are' small coMpared to other parts
of the body. Then, in tlie`hospital, his vision is tested as Ve follows the arc of the doctor'



t

-..
.

finger held close to his face. To Marco, e finger is huge, it blocks much of the doctor's
"face. He does not understand principles of perspectivf and relattvity, but he absorbs the
new image. Months later, an enormous-finger dominates his mural about the hospital. It
reflects the emotional impact of his new experience. He was open to new impressions, he
internalized them; he used them.

What crti `e. does the first stage in the creative process provide for .us as teachers? To
begin with. we need to appreciate the integrity of a child's experience. In addition, we can
provide raw data, new material, different sights, sounds and textures for the children. a
Baliriese gamelang, electronic music, natural bird calls, Indian chants, concave and
convex mirrors. Ant hills and skyscrapers, marshes and sand dunes, excavations and
cloudsall piovide data.

As teachers we can avoid asking children ktreact, om the spot, to new data. These need
to "simmer" and become part*of oneself until one is ready to sense their personal ,meaning.
put moss useful of all is our own example of attending to everyday happenings. taking
.time to look at the darkling shadows on the floor, the quizzical glance of a child, the

.

movement of agaterpillar.

. We can also pose problems that,sp.ark a child's curiosity and engage his Creative efforts.
iomething in this room, in this school_ or on'the street that repreSents power. Then



show it by photo, pantomime, dance, picture or some other visual way so that we can.see
what you mean " Through these kinds of encouragement, children become more open to
data that will feed their internalized visions from which_they-create.

In addition to 'a "set of openness," a person needs a sense of psychological safety at
every stage of his work in 'Order to create. He must be free of soineonielse's preconceived
notion of what his results should be. Therefore, lAie should refrain from pressure through
queStions such as: "Why are you doing it that way? What are you going to do?" Ch ces
are, he will not'know until he has done it because he has never formed sucl, a solu
before. Without psychological freedom, a child's creativity will freeze and atrophy.

Stage Two: Selecting a Focus

In the second stage of .the creativ ocess, a perso selects a focus. In doing so, he shows
a certain playfulness and "foolin round." He improvises.half-sensed, spontaneous acts.
Finally, he may decide to show the mportant events in his fife through photographs or
through song fragments. Then he is o his way. He cIrrnow select the events and make
iudgments"=about what "tells his story better.' But do not expect him to stay with this
stage He may still vacillate back and fo th, reaching for new ideas, a different approach,
even a different theme.

What do we teachers do durin the focusing gage? We try to set up.the environment,
including the feeling tone, in 'support of this "choosing" step. Materials,. space, tools,
equipment and time are obvious needs that we can supply. But; there is more; we seek to

tratifypossible options. , 0 t

For example, Maya, living near a busy city intersection; had heard about the quiet of
the country. On her first visit, there when she' was eight, she could not sleepstrange
noises made her apprehensive. Back hOrrie she tried to-"cleal with her frightening
experience by making a "sound collage." In the confusion of remembered sounds and.their
imagined sources, it was hard for her to find some "haDdle: through which to form her
expression. With a light touch, her teacher raises a quegion : 'Do you want to mdke it
sound like what you heard? Or the way yOu felt?" Then Maya is left to retreat into herself
and to focus on either option or on,a diffeient one altogether. In this case, Maya chose to
express her feelings about the threatening night sounds in the country. On her atidiotape,
she used a machine gun sound for the staccato of crickg and her own choked gargle for
the rasp of the crews. She was on her way into the third stage: ,

Stage Three: Producihg

The third stage of the creative process is clearly evident. Theperson acts to bring his focus
into view. Thii is the stage of discipline and great productivity. The ,person can
concentrate and persevere for long' periods of time. He feels some satisfaction, some
elation, and again some frustration. When he experiences a serious block, he may chuck
the whole effort and go back to ealler stages of seeking new data or changing focus.

Once again, we teachers have a crucial role to play. If the creative activity is going Well,
we do not interfere; we allow it to flourish. However, when a child hits a roadblock that
seriously threatens him, we may help him overcome it' (if we have the know-how). -..

For example, a group of children are making an environment for a gerbil, but 'they are
frustrated,because the wooden cage keeps collapsing. Tile teacher shows, them how-
corrugated fastners will stabilize their,structure. They go on to accomPlish.their purpose.
Such intertention does not interfeie With problem solving; it enhances it. It allows the
children's Creative Task to gcr forward. After all, what better function cart. we teachers
serve th'ait to help Children learn what they want to know?,

29
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Stage-tour: Stopping
41E' . ,

The last stage in the creative process, whi °Wel seem to be easier than it really is is to
.

stop. Why is it difficult to finish? Because it,sa 'This is the best I can do now." One is
then:ex-posed to the outside world. Can the child tr his peers and us, his teachers, with
his creative expression?

We may ask, "Are you satisfied, ?" and accept the rep If, on the ,other hand, we
intrude by saying, "See those, blank spaces' Why, don't you fi all the background on
your pictUrer, we are violating the child's prerogative. The w le point of creative
experienceto build one's value' system and" to affirm oneselfis st through such
outside impositiOn. The decision for closure belongs the creator.

Because the four stageslif creative activity are intertwined, with some move ent back
and forth, teaching strategies 'in support of creative learning have to shift with the ild's
need.

High Potential creative Ideas

Of course we' know that all children have creative potential. dO teachers.' Are there,
ways that teachers and children, together, can enhance their creative learning? Yes.
Certain kinds,pf challenges-are more likely to foster creativity than others. The following
tasks have been suggested, as having high potential, for stimulating creative activity if the
contition of trust, of freedom and of sensitive support are present

1. Invent a language of your Own.'
2. Find two thingioneof which is responsible for the other. ,

3. Make a 'commercial" for something you think nobody wantsand sell it.
4. Make a "commercial" for something everybody wantsiand make them not,want

it. V

5. Find. /show some things that go up and down but not in numbers.
6. Show "love and hate" in twoways, using different media. '
7. ,Go outside and find/show-a change that is predictable:
8. Find/show things that represent opposite ideas/attitudes::
9. Maly an imaginary animal that crawls/flies.

10. Make a "sound collage" from Sounds you collect/create.

..Many of these suggested problems can be solved by using newer media, especially film.
Newer media may serve to release creative energies that have been,blocked in a child, or
in an, adult, who feels he has failed with more conventional forms of expression,. The
bulletin, Children Are Centers For Understanding Media; is a fine resource for opening'
new channels of creative experience.

All pf the problems suggested above ,are 'suitable for primary children. Interestingly
enough, they are suitable for us adults as well. It is rare, in our society, to find activities to,
engage children and adults together on a par. When we do find them and share them, a
contagious mutuality, develops, and the benefits to both multiply in geometric proportion.

CreatiVe learning requires 1. nowledge, skill, and chokesthoices engaging our value
systems, our feelings, our desires and *aspirations. Creativity demands our cognitive
power and our aqective powerin other words, our entire being. For these reasons,
creative learning shines as a superior way of learning.

,

21bid ., .

3 Rtce, Susan and Rose kukertt (Eds.) Children Are Centers for LInclet-standing Media, Washington, D.C., As-

''" sociadon for Childhood Education Internattortal, 1973! A
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Bob HollenbeCkestions and Milc.Allaciis

.
What are Learning Centers?

They may be defined as areas in a classroom at which are placed materials for carrying
out activities needed in the acquisition or reinforcement of a given knowledge or skill.

* What are some majOi purposes oiLearning,Centers?

The primary use of L.,earnin2 Centgrsis,to promote independent learning skills. They help
.

do this 1137:.

Freeing the teacher to work with small groups and individual students
AlloWing time far individtial conferences
fncouraging peer teaching c- : ,,' A

Developingilecision-Making skills on the part of the learner
Providing for self-evaluation.

What are general requirements for successful Learning Centers?

. .1.- "Eye-catching attractivenesssoMetbing to attract children, Ito encaurap them to}
want to investigate."2 Intriguing pictures or provocative titles may be used to invite
children to explore activities. For exampleyndenthe title "Get Wrapped Up in
Math" may be a picture of a mummy.,The mummy's wrappings could contain
activities that suggest ways to meet the Center's objectives.

2. ibiieot.ionpent stated objectives.-- The learners need to know why they aie there
ancrwhact,ci do independently. -'

A

3. "More than one assignment.- Each assignment should offer a challenge, along with
promise of success,, based on multi-level expectations. The latter characteristic is
particularly important so that every child can find, a challenge and none be
frAistrated by-failure.

4. '"Answer sheets, if possible." Many kinds of self-checking can be utilized---uch as
puzzles ,(if the pieces fit together, the answer is correct), number- or color-coding
(red questionred answer), answer-slides (moving an object or overlay expo,ses the
answer).

.5. "At least oneopen-ended response an actiliity, that will lead the child to discoVer
More as her she works independently:

Adapted from,an article in Insights into Open Education, May, 19741. (Grand Forks, North Dakota. Center for
Teaching and Learning, Univesity of North Dakota?.

This suggestion and other; quoted in this section were presented to teachers in unpublished mijneographed
form by Joanne Duncan, Principal of the Wallingford klementary School in Wallingford, Pennsylvania.



6: "Murtii5tedia materials; such as books, pamphlets, magazines, films, filmstrips,
slides, etc." Preferably these should be at different reading- and understanding-
levels.

What are some guidelines for physical settings of Centers?

Usually,' successful Learning Centers are located in quiet areas where a child can sit and
work independently. Rather than be mere collections pf.mimeographed sheeti, Leaning

- Centers should involve children with games and other manipulitive, problem-solving
materials and activities, as well as those involving readingand writing. In the words of the
old Chinese proverb,
' I hear and I forget

ISee and I remember
I do and I dnderstand.

The physical set-up of a-given classroom may help to dictate the use of Centers therein.
Tables, chairs, carrels and other furniture in the room must be organized to produce the
best posible lighting at each Center, as well as accessibility with the least pbssible
disturbance, ,

4

How many Learning Centers are neededior a given group of children?

Although 'there is no arbitrary number of Centers that can be utilizetl, experience has
shown that usually no more than four, students can worVeffectively in a given Center at
one time. ' ; ..,
' Howard Blake of Temple University suggests that a teacher should prepare materials
for twice as many Centers as are in use at any one time in the classroom. According to this
plan. a Aass of twenty-four children should contain_a minimum of six Learning Centers in
operation, and at least twelve additional Centers should be prepared for use.. .-

Vow are Learning Centers used?

In a-variety of ways. Most commonly, they become a tool to enrich or extend other learn-
ing experiences

such

in the classroom. Some Teachers, however, organize their
curriculum in such a way that Learning Centers become a dominantjactor, to introduce,
develop or reinforce.content to be learned.

Some Learning Centers (such as Math and Science) may be required of all students,
while some (such as Art and Music) may be put on an elective basis. Required Centers
usually need to be replaced every three or four days while elective Centers may remain in
operation fora longer period of time. Any Center not being used by pupils at all should be
replaced.

The following additional helpful hints respond to concerns teachers often express about
the use of Learning Centers: )
"1. No lo& step; any child can do any or all activities.

2. Teachers must explain and introduce the Centers to the class.
3. Alrchildren do not have to go to Centers. Those who cannot function at Learning

Centers should not be forced to participate.

4. Children can be used to help other, children at a Center.
5 Centers can be used as reinforcement for somechildren and as introductory learning

for others.

3 a
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6. There is need for continual diagnosNby the teacher to deterrnine'the lexiel of ability
of the children so that children.re directed to the proper Center and the proper level
with in the Center.

-

7. Learning Centers need to be relevant to cliss development in a certain area and
have fulfilled their objectives when-a majority of a crass have completed them."'

How are Learning Centers evaluated?

As previously noted, an important feature of a good Learning Center is that activities in it
can be self-checked by the learner. In addition, utilization of the Center should also be
evaluated.

Evaluation ideally should be a continuous process, with the teacher aware at all times of
the Centers at which .children are working. Helpful for record-keeping purposes is a
checklist, such as the following which has been used successfully by Mike Radis,. one of
the co-authors of this article;

To determine where. pupils had been and what they had done during a week, each was
asked to fill, out this form and use it in conjunction ,with a weekly child-teacher
conference.

NAME DATE

CHART 1 ,_
, LEARNING CENTER SCHEDULE

Center
'Number Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday,

1. I

.''' I ' II

2 I

I

I

I

---) I

I 'fi
.

. i "' I

I

' I.

T
4 . . I

I '..
5

,

I

I

I.

I

Qn this 8 1/2" X 11" form was space tor about twenty Centers. Each thy the, child
would check on the left side of the dotted line the Center he planned to visit that day, and
on the, right side tho, he actually did use, As a result, the child gained opportunity to
plan his time effectively, he was able to see for himself those Centers he wished to use but

,. was unable to, and to reschedule them for another day.

At the weekly conferen0 the child and teacher would look at and discuss some of what
had been accomplished. The teacher also was enabled thereby to guide children into. .

Courtesy of the Instruct° Corporation, Cedar Hollow Road, Paoli, PA 19301. Used with permision.

-7
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a Centers and Center activities, as well as to ensure that they were actually. meeting success
41V.: iirthok at which they had been working. .., ,

,-
-,.. working.

'Other record - keeping ;devices might prove more suitable fOr. other -purpqses. One
teacher for example includes space on a form for:children to. make comments.abiout work
They have dorkat the Center. The importan't principle is that both children and teachers

' have some means of feedback to determine whether a specific Learning Center is valuabre
enough .f,o retain for further use'. Questions that need to be answered -include the
following

How often was the. Center used?
Did users meet success?
Did they become frnstrated?
WE tFie Center attractive?
Were its objectives being achieved?

How get started?

Teachers who have not previously used Learning Centers in their classrooms but desire to
d& so are advised to begin slowly. One or two Centers-should be carefully developed and
introduced. As the teacher and Pupils adapt themselves to using. the Centers, more can be. ,,
introduced. , , .,.2,; -

s ,Al

g ,

It must be remembered that Learning ,Centers do riot replace other formi:oOnstruction
completely; the teacher will still need to,upe large-grOups small=group Oil' one -to -one

- ,., ...

,4 ,,,instructional patterns. ; , ,,--,
."--4", .r ,

What is a sample-totmat foxlearning Centeri?

The following "Adiyity Center Format" is 'suggestecliby Howard Blake-:
(With.due consideration of appropriate 'readability- level)'' .

1. Name ot'Center ,
2. Objective(s) .. -J

3. Cleardirectionsand instructions for completing task(s)
4. Materials needed (books; consumable materials, etc.)

,, 7 ,
5. Directions, if necessary'; for self-scoring ("Check answers on back of card. ..at.at the'',-'Answer Table,"' etc.) ., , t ,, _! -

6. .1Directtons for recording 'progress (ontiperitinal 5hart, on- chart :at ,the Center; onI

, f ,, ,. o , ,

classroom chart, etc

what
- ,. /.7. Directioiis, if' appropriate, for what to do with the "finished,fproduct ('.'Place -it in , -

envelope.. Ali box. , .on teacher's de;k,'e etc.) , :' ,'''. - ''' ,.-

Twoev.,,,,

..

xamples or Learning Centers in Mathematics, designed by Uniyersity, ,ofNorth,*
bakotastudents, follow: .

.,. . ...' '' ,
I. METRIC ZOO *ff r ,) .

measuring
's'o ., '',.'

Objective: To introduce children to measuring Witn certimeters\'.
.

DireCtions: Theseanimals. Help them,fincl'Peir way'back to the ZoO. -,
(1) Pick up a card. (2) Put your nary' on.,Ithe bark. (3) To measure how far the three ani- ,

mals are from the zoo, take a string and measure from tkilblack dot uncld the animal to
the black dot at the zoo gate. (4) Hold the string up to the rngtHc ruler at the bottom of , .
the' chart to find your dnswers. (5) Write Aur answers on the blanks Cln,your card.
(6) Check yo'ur answers on the check cards:;(7).Put your carctia the answer b6x. '

f
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METRIC ZOO

e

4
-".!"

*.
*

centimeters 1 1.11 1 1 1

s*

1 2 3-4 ...

O

Directions .

*Denotes an animal
stick -on picture. Same picture

should been the work card and on the
self-check Qua:

answer
box

self-check
Cards

Workcards

X X X

X X' 1

Materials Needed: Construction paper,' magic markeri, stick-on animals, -index cards,
poster board with pigure of zoo,in the middle, animals at various distances from the Zoo,

a scale of inches on the top of the board (optional), a metric scale on the bottorn of the
board, stringand an answer box.
Directions:for Self-Scoring: Check cards are prOVided with' the picture of each animal in
plain view. When you pull the card out of the slot, it will show how many centimeters,the

.-e` animal is from the zoo.. . 0 ... '
ik.

Directions for Recording Scores. Each card will .have blanks under the picture of the
.animal. The child will *Ell in the blanks with the number of centimeters,,,

bireCtions for Finished Product. After checking- the answers, the cards will be put in the
. ,.

answer box:

;SINK YOUR MIND INTO SETS AND SUBSETS

Oilectives: ,Childr4n will be helped to:

.a) jdentify number Of elerne4itsin aSe?

b) Make up sets of their own from a givgdietlead into subsets
c) Recognizethat the objects in a set don'thave to be the same siie, color or serape:

,Th&Center is- geared for firstand second grade pupils.
,

The Center has four enVelopes with a different activity in each. The large, instruction
sheet has a row of different cofored blocks along the top. Each envelope has a-colored
block on it that coiiiiponds to those on the instruction she

For example, if the color sequence-on the instructiop sheet is red, 'blue, yellow and
, .

green, then the child would know to work ,through the envelopes starting with red,
inoyitia on to blueorellow and theRgreen. ,

The first activity includes cards with, sets On them. Below each set ari a series of
numbers that tell bow many elernenWmight be in 'that set. The child chooses an answer
and.then, checks his answer by.matching,up the color in the corner of that cardwiththe

sfeA 4
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answer card having that same-colored corner. A paper punch is used on the answer card,
so when the child fits the two cards together, the answer shows through the hole.

The next two envelopes include work telling how many elements are in the set and how
many different sets can be made from this given set. Shapes can be cut out and children
can glue them on paper so the teacher can have a way of telling what the child has done.

Below each questiPn is a series of possible answers. After the child has chosen the
,

correct answer, he flips a'strip of paper over from the back and the correct answer appears
in the cut -away circle. This exercise includes shapes of the same color, the same shapes but
different :sizEts and colors to help the children see that a set 'doesn't have to be of one shape,
size or color'}

The last act tvity includes a circle with a given set in the middle and different shapes cut
into the border. The children are told, first, to pick out all the possible subsets that can be
made,fiom this set from the ones offered on strips of ,paper. Each strip that contains a
correct"subset will have a shape,cut out of the end of that strip that will fit into the - larger
circle. If the Wrong subset is chosen, then" the shape at the end of that strip will not fit into
the'circle and the child will know he has made a faulty choice.

ti

Inside circle
is thistet:

This subset iscorrect
it.will fit, into the drcle.

This subset is incorrect
, it will riot fit into the circle.

Whet the child has finished the exercise, he would mark an ,X beside his name
corresponding with the color part of the envelope he has finished.

0

r. Red Bl ire , . Yellow

Pat ' X ,

'Betty I X X f
'

Conclusion

'The use bf teaming Centers helps implement a concept that has been pith us for a long
time; that is, concern for the individuality of the learner. They enable the teacher to focus
on helping each child grow in his hr her ability to managgindepentilept learning,

# .
t

Editor's Note Here, are several helpful resources for additional information about Learning Centers. A much
more extensive annotated bibliography may be found in ACENSerecting Educational Equipment and Materials
for School and Home. Washington, D.C.: The Association,leb.,. 45°4

Association for Childhood Education International. Learning Centers. Children on Their Own. Washington,
D:C.: The Association, 1970. j

Voight, Ralph invitation to Learning. The Learning Center Handbook., Washington,,D.C.: Acropolis, 197 1',,,t
Waynant, Louise and Robert Wilson. Learning Centers - A Guide for Effective Use. Paoli, PA: Instruto

Corporation (McGraw - Hill).
,
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OpenEduettiloni
An 1 erview

Dorothy Anker. _

Recent evaluations ,of Head Start programs indicate that although children inv,oked in
preschool programs make measurable advances as Opposed to control groups, these same
children tend to lose their advantage shortly after they enter public schools. The focus has
been shifting to an evaluation of the primary grades. Many designs are being attempted,
among them a program which has been variously labeled, the "open classroom," the
''integrated curriculum," the "informal classroom,: the "developmental classroom," or
"open education.'

What Open Education is Not

Open education is not teachers talking at children. The process of open eduCation does
not occur in a formal setting where children may color a picture or'pursue an interest in
the back. of the room or out in the hall after they have finished their workbooks. The
open-education classroom is not one in which children engage in free play while teachers
abdicate their roles because they tan only "teach"' during the structured time. Open
education is not a packaged kit of materials designated as the instructional Medium and
water play as the tension-relieving activity. Open education is not a team of teachers
assigned to different areas of the room who then proceed to give a lesson to those children
who choose to come to their areas, The open-education classroom is not a place that gives
children license to romp and rave and.do as they,please. "Openness" is not to be mistaken
for lack of 'structure.

What It Is

What then IS open education? First and foremost, it is hard, hard work. It is a program
based on respect for the worth and integrity of the individual and his inalienable right to
pursue knowledge, to think, to question and to draw his'own conclusions. Not in the least
contradictory is the.principle that teachers should view themselves as vested with
authority and expertiseas adults committed to progressive competency in themselves as
well as in:all those with whom they interact.

Open education requires a teacher-child interaction guided by mutual respect and trust,
predicated on the assumption that children want to learn and will learn according tO their,
own fashion. Open education is viewed as.a process wherein teaching is the encourage-
inent and enhancement of each child's thrust toward mastery. It involves a child-child
relationship devoid of expectitions for conformity or for competitivenes, it supports
openness of self and sepsitivity to others. Open education takes place in a decentralized
structure. an open, flexible space divided into functional areas. This space may be one
Urge room, a few small rooms or a classroom and hallways. It is a carefully planned ar-
rangement of rich and varied materials and learning resources (often quite simple and
homemade).

All.of these factorsstructure, materials, teacher, and childreninteract to stimulate
and extend the Most important element.. of learning. the child's existing individual
responses to the reality of his ongoing experiences. Crucial to this process is the provision
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of 'ample choices so that each may learn in his own way, at his ohm pace, for his own
purpose With structure and 'materials, the teacher capitalizes on the child's natural
curiosity by providing an environment rich enough to foster curiosity and free enough to
engage each in the quest to satisfy that curiosity.. The teacher in the.open education class-
room seeks to facilitate, enable and encourage the -process' of learning in ,directions
established cooperatively with children,

The model for today's open-education classroom is the British Infant School, although
the philosophy is reminiscent of John Dewq and the progressive education/movement.
To those of us in early childhood education, it recalls the words of Froebel, the McMillan
Sisters, Susan Isaacs, Montessori and Piaget. Today, we can see open j or informal
classroomslika variety of American schools from rural Vermont and North Dakota to
major urban C6nters, from inner-city Watts and, Harlem to exclusive private schools in
New York and Boston, from struggling alternate and cooperative schools to old and
established university laboratory schools. And, of course, the open-classroom model can
be seen in many child development preschools. Even the Federal Government has become,
involved in disseminating the concept. In the 1970s, the Office of Economic Opportunit
sponsored open-classroom training centers in nine cities as part of the Follow Throu
Program for continuing the social and intellectual giowth of children who had been
involved in the Head Start programs.

Close-up
A

Let us take a moment to visualize a typical open class'Aoom. It may be composed of a
multi-aged group say 61 five-, six-, seven- and eight-yeavolds. Family grouping, as
organizational arrangement is sometimes called, is an important element in many open
classrooms because it presumes that mutual. teaching and learning will take place among
children. However, there are open classrooms for single-grade units, such as just kinder-
garten children or just second graders. If you arrive early, yo ,u.will find that others have
preceded yoga and are engaged in mixing paints, reading, using math equipment or just
talking with friends. Teachers and children drift in, makecomments to each 9ther, and
become involved. The children may gather as a group for a short time, more often not.
Instead of desks, there are tables and interest areas. We may find an arts area With a water
table, sand, clay and paints; a block area; a math area; library; science area; language -

'arts area; and housekeeping corner (called a "Wendy house" in England), complete with
dress-up clothes. EaCh is "fired with a variety of equipment, games and materials. The

r4" teacher goes from child to child or works intensively with two or three 'children.
Sometimes he or she can be seen standing back observing children at work and jotting
down notes in a little book. This- record keeping is ,an essential element in the open
classroom because from it the teacher plans for each child's ongoing growth. The work is
not 'easy but the teacher invariably looks happy, and the children are everywhere

:. sprawled on the floor, grouped around tables, out in the halls or outside in the
playground:

Children are encouraged, to' keep track of the things they do, to. help each other; and to
carry out some responsilSilities for the classroom. Sometimes the teacher will assign a .
math or reading task to a child; or will work with children individually for a few
minutes; but in every instance, will ery to avoid interrupting them when they are in the
Middle of a chosen task.

' Some Comparisons

If we now compare the criteria for open education as it exists in, many British infant
schools (and some junior schools as well) with traditional education and .emerging struc-.
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lured 'methodologie's here in America, perhaps we cap gain a clearer perspective of what
open edicatiod means. ,

.,
1,

The closed school or traditional!aliproach,begins with an analysis of knowledge and
skills required foradequate fuittioning in the society as it exists, ignoring, for the most
part, the fait that other skills might lie, necessary twenty- years hence.These prescribed
bodies Jof knoviledge and skills ire then broken down into sequenced units and are
assigned to particular age levels. Children'sIapabilities, relevancy of subject matter and

,,,motivational issues are considered in matching the unit'sOf learning to the grade leiels.
-''Although the units are paCkaged, and sometimys atirackively seductive, the.fact remains
,that'they aie usually rigidly strlictured,andPreordained .

-

In contrast, advocates of open education are m e, consciously concerned with' the
process of education and with helping chilaren.to lea rather than with aseries of instruc-
tional unit'S'. Here in America, we seed intent beginning in the preschoolson
identifying and' then teaching a series of concept's a drills supposedly cruciarforlater
learning. In England, an increasing number to ers perceive the curriculum as a series
of starting places that emerge from questions or observations. One idea leads to another
and teachei- and child.are engaged in learning. British teachers encourage, stimulate and
guide, but only rarely do they directly.prescribe the learning experience.

I t'follows"then that a 01661 difference Lies in the focus on freedom and 9hoice of
learning experierkes versus a *scribed System of teacher-selected learning tasks., Many
British teachers (though'perhaps not yet a majority of them) have been greatly influenced
by Piaget's work!.They'have accepted his premise that adaptilie ,thinking,:and action
develOp in sequence, are related to age and cannot be rushedn'hey recognize tithe ages
at which children can understand different concepts vary among children, depending on
capacity and the 'quality'Iof their physical and social enyironment.,Teachers in successful
informal' 'classrooms have put into practice Piaget's formulation of effective
learningthat children must experiment to see hOw things work, that they must

dmanipulate,
objecfs and symbols, ask questions, and seek answers, resolve incongruities,

generalize and test their findings against the perceptions of others.

But is not only preoccupation with intellectual development that guides the principle
of. choice oi.#14tarnitt experiences. The open-education philosophy focuses on self-
motivation-and, serf-direction; on independence and responsibility. The development of
such attributes are necessary for a society that depends on creative, active involvement of
its citizens for its existence.

short, open education is 'pfedicated on person-oriented edugatIon thelhole
irrespective of the Subject matter versus the traditional object- oriented education that Pre-,
scribes the Subject matter, and in which the'child is only seen as a rfceptacle.

Operieducation, then, in no way suggests an unplanned curriculum. On the contrary,
instead of one plan, the teacher must develop,an assortment of plans. The demands for
keen, insightful observation, a carefully Oreplanned responsive environment and pre-
meditated structuring for appropriate learning events Would make it an inappropriate,
design, for all teachers simply because of the extensive skillg and planning such a program
requires, But this kind of planning is essential, i9r netchild exists in a vacuum nor ought
e interact aimlessly and superficially with his environment. Rither, the classroom

become an 'arena where the inner subjective qualities of the child become related to the
outer'cultural realities asthey ekist in the room, in the school and in the community. The
kind'aplanning we speak 'of inopen edtitation focuses on,the potentialitiesof the child
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and those,.that "exist in the environment. It requires the structuring of real situations
containing a wide range of educational alternatives;

Sbme Precautionary Notes (

If the implementation of open-edu.cati4pririciples, requires that much work, why are
teachers flocking to this approaChl Perhaps beCause American educators are fad-oriented.
Even in the past few years, I have, seen places that call themselves open classrooms but
bear absolutely no resemblance to the real thing. Just as progressive education failed
without ever having been tried, so will the open-edlication concept be doomed to an early
death if we insist on making it a universal phenomenon or try to transplant the British

J
system unchanged. Although many American teachers have been studying in England,
and we have been bringing British primary school personnel to speak and work in
America, we need to ouestion seriously the advisability of transplanting a system from
one culture to another. Ideologically the words that span an ocean sound quite similar but
in practice-,our Philosophies diverge. Some values and 'priorities in ,Britain. are very

:different from those wethold dear in''America. Children are not reared in the same
manner nor do we share exactly the Nine expectations and aspirations for our youth.

For example, Americans have always eqdated entrance into first grade with
traditional book learning.'" Inthose states that have kindergarten programs, people have
accepted a somewhat freer and less structured program, although all too often the focus
has been on, prepaiing children for first-grade instruction. In much of Engl,;nd, and more
recently in Sweden, which converted its entire educatiOnal system, no such dichotomoUs
treatment of children occurs. There, children are accepted as individuals from the moment
they enter school at three,, four or five until they leave the primary school at eleven.:We,
too, are eliminating the diChotomY but in the opposite directionby introduqng more
and more structured, prescribed instruction into our kindergartens and preschools.

Perhaps Americans need to ask some of these critical _questions(Why are we so
obsesSed with Measurable achievement and competitive ,standing? Why do Americans
always ask Piaget how intellectual development can be accelerated? Why the dichotomy
bet*'eep ,pleasure and work? Wh14the need to establish authority structures and hier-
archies? Why do we insist on developing the one approach for all childienTEveryone

. schools of education, publishing firmfAtoy manufacturers, innovatorsall are seeking a
panatea. We seem to feel constrained to implement the one ideal method in every class-
room, in every school, in every district, in every section of this great.countrY, Compare
this with a statement taken from the 'Plowden Report, Children and Their Primary
Schools (1967), the most substantial research-analysis of British primary education; .

The only uniformity of practice that the Board of Education desires to. see in the
teach inlg of public elementary schools is that each teacher shall think for himselfand
work.00t- for himself such methods of-teaching as may use his pourers to the beSt
advantage and be best suited to the particular, needs and conditions of the school.
Uniformity in detail'of practice is ndt cleSirable; even if it were obtainable.

Thedevelopment of open education must, 'by its nature,- take time and must also, on the
basis of its underlying principles, be subject to diversity among classropms. Conformity
and openness are contradictory terniS. The structure, the content, the degree of openness
and the metIQC.logies involved cannot and should not be universal if we sincerely .

0 y :believe -inn thetoncentiof meeting people's needs. , .

Therefaie,430.ofie "ideal"or "model open-education clatsroom can exist. Nor can we
look ta a committee to devise and disperse'a preordained curriculum. American educators.
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3 must re-examine their values and prioritieS. Do we truly value diversity, or do we merely
fUr accept differences? Are we committed to a creative learning process; based on respect for

the individual's- idiosyncratic choict and manner of learning, or are we slaves to the
prevailing cultdral value of production-line proce&res designed for efficient and system-
atic "teaching"? Shall we muster our energies to seek methods for developing each child's
array of potentialities, or continue to focus on the discovery of methods that dictate how
children can get ahead the fastest?

Only when we answer such questions can we begin to think in terms of open-education
classrooms *thavinay be as different from each other as are the people whom they serve.
We may well be guided by the principles of open education, but we inust be prepared to,,
value the diversity that will inevitably exist. Classrooms will take form based on the nebds
of communities, children, and teachers all of whom will need to experiment to' find. their own-unique balance Of content and process. Such experimentation must be based on .

trust, freedoin, responsibility and commitment by parents, teachers And administrators.

4
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Approaches
ipline

Joanne E Bernstein

.....

Children are,more likely to mature as Effective, self-disciplined human. beings if they
grow up in an environment pf genuine democracy-2one based on true respect for growth.
patterns, ideas and feelings.iin such a sekting childi'en are not viewed as possessions, as
sinall-appindages of their parents or teachers.

But though we adults may profess to acknowledge the importanceiof free exploration of
the environment, we often find it hard to watch children make mistakes or ineptly '.
inanipulate,materials. Part of the problem may stem from falsely viewing children's per-,
formances as reflections of our own. ,e . I,

a
10 . S ,

As their mentors, 'we may find ourselves dabbing as they paste or impatiently
completing the "finishing touches" as they dress. On the other hand, when

they
allow.

children to improve their own moor skills as they paste sloppily pr as they put their
sweaters on inside out, we saisorqthing different. "I'm glad that you are becoming. what
"yeiti-must become, in the -style"youpOst follOw; - ''.., : - 1 ' ' . It` ; , t:__

0
, We then are in a,Oosition of advantage; because our own egos are mot,as emotiorcilly
' .involved in our aildren's' accomplishments, we caii.kee their ideas, feelings and rationales.4-

MA greater clarity,. WrAcan thereby function legitimqy as guides, helping then work
through _their thinVireg without Imposing our own. ; ' ''. :. 71

'Underlying any plan for dernocricy in the classroom 'is dr concepktIrat the .worth
each person is regarded as important. The resultank natural Snd miltuartespect -leads, in,
turn,, to coopeiation, By ,Way of contrast, in classroom Mere dem .4nds for
unquesti6ning obedience are made, the results are all top often fear and gUilt..,

Learning To Be gespnfisi ,..

Within an environment of democraeY, Children are given freedom to take pa responsi:
bility and .make decisions, It has long, been common practice for us t6 ask children Co ..t.

0,--- .. . -....- .

maintfun.equipment:in the classroom. But how. ften.have,we consulted them on the ar-,
rangement.of learning centers, on the rotation of materials thereinor on the deterwiriation
of scheduling? -, ., . .

,..), -.
cc ...

. ,,--

. . _-- .. .

We Itelp children build positiveself-imatei when we offer theth OpportuniOes toineke
decisions that 'are meaningful to school fife, provided that the resitinsibility,offered is
genuine and ndrimaniptilative. If we bring our pupils in on classrociinlymiture placement
or materials' distribution, we are obligated to follow 'through and abide by their,deci, ion,
even when it is Ihe'rnost dEficiene or wise. If we;truly see only two or three acceptable

< . ,.1. ,.
," solutions to the problem, we can inform them of,thelonly open.alternatives before turning ,,.

over responsibility to them'. But,ifrthe field,of choice i, indeed not limited, they lands
-- / ,'"we --itaVemuch to learn from an unwise decisiOn. Providing is no safety haprd, We.

. can all live_with,theoutcomes. :
r , .l..7,

' 1, y , ^ , ....{

In one coded classroom,' the first graders wrestled with the problern'of clearing .,
-.:etiough room to have two double easels for 'painting. If the easels were set up near the
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sink, they would encroach*UPon the library sorner. Upon the children's suggestion, the
reading area was moved near the blocks. It was soon found that while painters had ade-
quate'room, readers suffered from thenoise of wood banging.

-
What 'matters most is that children themselves can see thesconsequences, good or bad,

stemming, from their ideas. Togethei. teacher and children can take time to, discuss and
evaluate their decisions.

PREVEkrIVE DISCIPLINE

No single disciplinary technique will in itself produ a person who has self-confidence,
self-disciplinp, and, at the same time, a sense of reality. Discipline.is not a decisiort,of the
moment. It is a long -term investment, in which certain techniquesare useful at certain
times. When we over-utilize one approach, we may find it counterproductive, because
careful thought and examination of the unique nature of a problem might be replaced by

formulas.

Feelings Ccfrne First

Preventive discipline is a phrase encompassing various ideas and programs that aim at
avoidinbig problems before they come about. One aspect of preventive discipline calls.

carryfor us to car out a self-examination of our values, ideals and goals-As-we reflect on our
expectations for children's behavior, occasjonally we conclude that they may be
unrealistic or unwise.

For example,. -Tim and Janet, two third- graders, have been , made unnecessarily and pre-
malurely conscious of (and therefore irritated by) their heights becdeise of a practice in
their classroom of assigning children Aces in walk-lines according to size. Their teacher
may well ask if there is real 'justification for retaining this, procedure or if it stems rather
fromfro a misdirected sense of order. Analysis of our feelings, may cause us to change our
action-patterns in a host of similar situations: Insights gained from such observation can
help create positive plans for. dealing with individual pr,s2blems.

AvoiningRole-stereOtyping

Preventive discipline accentuates the positive. Our own efforts at self-acceptance, at
viewing ourselves positively, are essential if we are not to fall int6 the twOraps of=con-

s sciodly scapegoating children Whose faults resemble our own or of unfairly labeling,
chiltlren. This task is more difficult than it sounds, for as we all'know, we are willing to

`forgive others their faults more ,easily than we forgive ourselves. When we set pre-,
established expectations, we may place e.hildren in unwanted roles from which they
cam-at escape (clown, bookworm, goody-goodg, all-thumbs).

.
*-:We can check our impulses to be critical by allowing the expression of feelings directly

.. . related to actions that annoy, and aVoiding casting emotions onto innocent objects or
"." persons. Expressions of feelings must be allowed both teachers altd mipils, in a setting,

whereeach is aware that the other has changeable moods. As we come in touch with our
own feelings and those of others, we create an, environnient where emotions are vented on
actions, not persons. ("Children are not for hitting!" instead of "You're always so quick to
hit.") By praising children when they can express their feelings in ways that-don't accuse
or brand, we aandkvledge our concern for eacli of them. .

.

Watching Our Words, ,
,.

, Important as the discussion of feelings may be, the thought we devote to our Classroom
, .

...language must go still further., For example, another way we cart improve rapport with
1
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upils is by making ow teacher-staternents dear and exPl6. Straightforward statements
- .

:
"problemssen the clanger of Misinterpretation, and of such "corollary 'problerris as mutual

nnoyances; anger or cOnfuSion. 'The puzzle is in the ca4 near the door" is much clearer._
an 'The puzzle is overihere." 'Walk around the laddee is more easily understood than

l; e careful." .

, ,
. ' -

Tw9 more effective tools of language usage are cueing and prompting, whereby notice
given before an act, preventing later problems. Sometimes the cueing can be direct ("On

our mark, set set, go!"), and sometimes it can take the forni of an ,indirect reminder
'VVIi-o has a puzz19 t9 6mple(e before cleanup?"). It can even be .automated,, as-in
lassroom work charts, or be diminished over a period of time (as when the cue to take off
oots gets shorter and shorter, finally becoming a nonverbal but readily understood

..,ignal).

at About Punishment?

ut suppose that, although we take all of the above measures and more, classroom
roblems persist? What if our preyentiye disciplinary techniques do notappear to work?
punishment the alternative? .

Punishment clearly is one alternative, but it should be regarded as a last resort. For, in
he long run, it usually leadi to more of the_undesirable behavior, plus possibilities of such
ide- effects as bedwetting, dependency and yndue aggression. Punishment also has other
fsadvantages. It may teach not that one shouldn't misbehave, but that one shouldn't get
aught. Sometimes punishment may have elements of humiliation, which can cause
hildren to 'be resentful of authority. Moreover, it may have possibilities for creating
otciriety, the rewards of which may lead the child to seek further fame by questionable
eant. Children who are ptinished regularly begin crewing imaginary ledger systems in
hich they figure out their debts, bursting forth at times ivith 'unexpected behavior and
emingly asking for punishment when they...Wel they are due. When the punishment is
ivered, the books are balanced, and the game can begin all over again.

P ise and Reward
.k\In ead of punishment, some teachers o patents use positive conditionong and reward to

'm 'fy behavior. They give deep thoug t to jus1 which acts they want reinforced. Giving
pra or tangible rewards when positive' behaviors afe present, they ignore negative
beh viors. This method may work particularb.,, well with short term issues. It requires
fort' ude and alertness to small improvements, as success conies in small doses. A simple
exa le: Sally has a habit of.slamminidoors in the classroom. Assuming a safe environ-
ment, her teacher can set a plan in motion. to.control irritation when Sally slams the door

aand ait a time when Sally does not slam. Teacher then smiles; "You closed the door
very q ietly that time." She avoids negating the praise by combining it with a derogatory
remark such as "Now, why didn't you do it that way before?"

1Child en basically like to please, ana, if the reward is given each time (and after that
intermit ntly) the Undesirable behavior will prSbably cease to be a problem. It may
prove he pful for the 'teacher to note the incidents of positive and negative behavior in
Writing; hereby 'it is easier to get an initial' objective view of the severity'of the problem
and to se more readily the rate of progress.

. .

Althou': Andy's whining appears to be constant, charting its frequency may surprise
the teache 'by telling her it is really only a small portion of his day. Then the attempt to

. curIV do not seem to be as overwhelming.
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nOne serious criticism of behavior modification techniques is that although the behavior
16/ ',may be altered, attitudinal_ changes are often not stressed (they mayor may not follow).'

. .. ... . ,Fair Play o , :
c.) .

StUdie of children's development show that childreu in the early years o not yet have
deep.attitudes of caring whetheror.nof something they are doing i ir or uncoopera-
tive. Their departure from "I want what I want when I want it" is likely to.be a very slow
one, so verbalargumen? for attitude change will not get _very far. With young children, it
is in no way a defeat to avoid quibbling and use other means in order to end disagree-
ments in the classroom. One way to keep down teacher tempers is to sing reminderS rather
than scold. A sudden physical, and /or intellectual challenge often gets unwilling children
to change their minds. "All children wearing blue, hop to the door!" works better than
"Get your coats on and line upr r E. i

.
. .

"Living with Consequences
. (3 -.

.
Many teachers employ Dreikurs" systein of natural and logical consequences in their class- ,. ci
rooms. A natural consequence is when the teacher allows children, within a framework of
_health and safety, to experience the consequences Of their actiorns. For example,
kindergartener Sam insists upon Playing with water without a smock. His teacher allows
hiin to do so. Sam discovers that the rest of his morning is rather damp and uncomfort-
able; however, he is in control. fis teacher is not angpy.and resists saying 1 toldyzu so.,"
Thus Sam learni what he can expect from the physical world, and is a bit more mature for
the experience

'N..-
.

In a logical consequence situa ion, the result does not take place as a matter'of course
but is invented by the teacher, i i keeping with the act. Lisa has been disruptive during
story-telling time and ignores th teacher's request for attention. Teacher: "If you do not
feel that you can listen to a.stOry/ now, you will have to sit in another part of.the room."
When Lisa persists, the teacher removes her and says :."1 see you do not feel like listening
to a story now. Perhaps you dill want to try again tomorrow." Lisa is not being
"punished" since she has been apprised of what the consequences of her Act would be and
she makes. the decision. She is also,I aware that the teacher has confidence in her. ..-.

Summary \ '
.

Disciplinary training for Children s ould seek to establishlifelorig patterns of self- reliance
and self-direction. The teacher's Po ,e in this process must jncorporate both control of self
and the execution of well thought-otit .,

plans. :
I

I
, *
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Dorothy W. Gross and Nancy 'Balaban

with Aides O

- ) (1.
Why do teachers and aides so often find worting together a complex ?natter? Why is it
that this relationship is as frequently defined by rivalry and tension ail)), satisfaction and
cooperation? Let us define the interaction by referring to the following three (basic
elements. (1) the developing relationship, (2) how each person seessiis/her role and (3)
the way classroom responsibilities are worked out. These three R's of shared teaching
relatio-nship, role, responsibilityWill structure the classroom environment, and thereby
the children's learning, more significantly than any list of specific do's and*clon'ts. Let us
take them one by one.

RELATIONS/PPS
z

<-),
is

, -<-)

This; of cour
4se,

s the heart of the matter. What relationship Mean§ in working,context is
an interaction, characterized by concern for each other's feelings, courtesy andopen pro-
vision for development of each other's talents, skills and tinderstandings.. A working
relationship'does not need to be the same as a personal friendship. Whereas a personal

".friendship does depend on shared interests, a0:1 focuses on them, as well as on compatible_
,

POlitical beliefs and congruent living styles, the touchstone of a working relationship is the
needs of the children. But the needs of the children, cannot be served unless the adults are
sensitive to each other. -:
, -
Concern for. Feelings

4..
. , .

Peelings:play a major role in the marriage of profesSional and paraprofeisional--as they
play amajor role in relations betWeen teacher and child. feelings of shyness, of fear of;
error and criticism, of Competitiveness, of desire for praise and app-roval, of need for.
achievement underlie and shape Vehtvior more tellingly than formal education.

Li ..
Similarly, aides' and teachers'feelings about their past experiences as,children in school

'greatly affect, their wqrking 'relatioriship. If they ' 1,yere liked by, teachers and other
srucientsif they liked school, then they probably have positive notions ,of 'teacher" and
May wish to be like those teachers:whom they remember. On the. other hand, if,scliool
memories are fraught with feelings of fear, of boredom, of dislike, then they May, be more
likely to act towards children in school' in a way that closely resembles those negative

' experiences. _ ~' ; .,
. .

We all tend, in life's relationships, to -repeat many of our earlier experiences. But
.. ..,

knowing that the paSt creates emotional Color in the, present can lay,the foundation for
sharing those feelings aboutschool, that were shaped in, past. Naturally, before a
teacher and araide can corninunicfite i,ii a meaningful ,way about school, they must firs,tt,
redognize that each may, liavq had a different past school. experience, and soPossibly, a ,. ..

., diffeient approach.to teaching, - , . - ,-,_,
k ,

Teachers' training often acts as a 'buffer to those memories. Theirtrairting has provided
them with tie opportunity-to reconsider their past ideaS about education. Aides, without

.- ,

, .

rt
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formal training, may remain closer to those past experiences withcluf the opportunity to
consider them in a broaaer franie' work. Both closeness to early experience and a trained
,perspective are needed foeenriched clasiroom life:

., .
Courtesy

. .. ,...
What an. old-fashioned idea courtesy appears to be! And how' often it is observed in the
breach! DO you. introduce your aides/assistants to classroom visitors? Are your aides/
assistants given any options regarding work-tasks? Do they have a place in which to keep
their things? Are they included in faculty meetings? Are their opinions solicited when
decisions about the children must be made? Many of these questions, of course, have
implications beyond the mere routines of politeness and, that is exactly the point.
Courtesy, in the broad sense of considered caring for another person, is a crucial aspect of
the teacher-aide relationship. The connection with the domain of feelings, discussed
above, is obvious. 0

Development of Talents, Skills and UiCilerstandings

This is an Area that, likeconcern for feelings, falls more squarely in the teachers' puriiew
than in the aides'. As professidnals, teachers have legal responsibility for the classroom; .
as such, they have more latitude in providing opportunities for aisistants,to advance their
.learning. ,Specific methods and techniques fOr doing this are suggested below';' here our
concern is _with the attitudes involved in encouragement of such growth.

.

If the childien's learning depends' partly on effective teachingand if some. of that...
'teaching is done by an aide/assistantit would seem to follow that the aide should 'be
given every opportunity, t6: learn about children, about teaching,,technique,,and, about
curriculum. In such a contekt, helping a paraprofessional to learn isneeessary if the child-
ren are to learn. "(the firm assumption here is that the aide will be involved with the.
children a teaching capacity.) ,

. < ,

/
Since people learn best when their native styles and abilities 'aie respected and when

they
..

they are encouraged, to ,try things on their own, teaches might consider baying their
.., assistants introduce into the classroom mat als and ideas t'hat are reflective of th5ir own ,

life experiences. Sometimes teachers ar rigtitened bir`such an open shariggor worrylest .

, they will be critkized by administrato or other teachers. But, in all cases, tile teachers .

will be in chargeobserving theft': assistants, .helping, explaining and disc4singAhe
experience wheifi iit is completed. A.,

.`

:

In addition, teachers need to open themselves "to 'possibilities of learning'- (rain
assistants, Since mot paraprofessionals are residents of ' the immediate school
community, they are often storehouses of understanding of family living patterns.,
community values and children's behayior outside' school. An aide's intuition about a
child is often a valuable complement to the'teacher'S more trained,knowledge about child
develOpment in. general. The give-,and-take implicit in such an approach often, runs into
diffiailty because Of conflicts between real needs and role expeelations; our next area of

4 ' : 1

concerns - '
1 '

!
'-ROLE EXPECTATIONS

Weall have notions of how teachers should behave. Some feel that teacheis should be-the-
Ultimate amthOrities in. classrooms, the ones who idow'Yill ihe 'answers:. strict, well
organiZed, neat. They should always behave with decorum, shouldn't engage in contro,,,,,

,versy;-andAould always obft their principal,



,
Others see teachers differentlyas raisers of questionsinformat leaders, enf ouraggrs

of t hildrep's4ueries, experiments and decisions.
.

Today teachers are expected to function as self-respecting prafesSionalsto be aware of
current developments in curriculum reform and learning, research, to participate In
community decisions about the schools and to provide leadership for those functioning on
an internship level.;,- , .

.,

What doe's leadership on the part of a teacher mein? It means being an authority .

'without being authoritarian. .0
3

0

Only when teachers can bring themselves to accept the dual tole of leader and sharer
.

can they effectively teachlheir assistants. The challenge is to find ways to explain,withouto
pushing, to suggest without demanding, to guide without carping. Theycan teach those

'fundamentals necessary for the development 9f the curriculidri they have in mindand
also receive from the paraprofessionals those ideas that seem to fit this curriculum. Most
significan when they teach facts and concepts to children, they will, through their own
behavior,model how to teach. ..-

. .
.-. .

Aides, too ve role expectatio9 of 'teachers, born out of their own experiences as
children ins of and 'as parents of children in school. For example, aides of,en expect
teachers to behave in an autlioritarian rriannergiying orders, never askitii advice,
making unilateral decisions, rarely showing dr$ubt. People react in different ways to this,
expectaition. Some become submissive, others bossy. Some aides may not show much
initiative because they will not consider it their job to initiate. Others may con* on too
strong, appearirig as if they want to take over, the cla'ssroom:''Bu the teachers' awareness
of such possibilities can shape their judgment of the aides' actual 'performance andneeds.
Then they can encourage their aides to function more appropriately as helping teachers.

This definitive clarification of "teacher/aide roles is crucial foi only one reasonthe
children. This is the central issue: do your actions and your decisions- in the classroom
meet the needs of the children?

,

RESPONSIBILITIES

Here are some practical ideas to ensure that your actions and decisions do indeed serve the
children.

Have regularplanned time to talk together about the children. (Not sure what to talk .

about? Try these: How can, we help this child begin to like books? How can -we teach
another to respect the rights of others? How can we help a thitd learn beginning Word:,
soundsthow can We teach the concept of three?'How can we help the children learn
to take turns?) A , , /
Observe and record children's behavior and discuss it togethet, (There are useful
guides to taking records that you can study together.).

/
.

Share' the real teaching. Aides, like teachers, can read stories; u:epare materials, .

teach small reading and math groups, check homework, take. attendance, supervise
projects, sing-songs and so on. . -, ;

.

..,
a

.

Find out if your aides hve specialties. Can t ey play the guitar? Sew? Knit? Are they
goad at cooking? Crossword puzzles? Weaving? Woodworking? They can teach any
ot-these skills to children. . ;.4490--. -,
Share lesson plans, interesting articled, curriculum guides, books and magazines with
your aides. . , .

fr



.

Make teaching' materials and games fol. the children together. It will cement yoUr
relationship as well as enrich the classroom. , .

Stress the confidentiality of the information you share with each 'other about the
children. (If the aides live in the school community and the teachers do not, the aides
may have important information bearing on the children's lives and school Work:

' sharing, however, is for professional Rurpose:, not gossip.)

A final wordwhen the team is functioning well, when you keep your focus on the
children, when you retain your dense of humor, then the experience of working together
can be genuinely satisfying for both, and a model of cooperation for the children.

a
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V

Parnts
and Sehools

Vito Perrone

To take a Stand: schools desiring the fullest possible growthpersonal and.intellectual
of children must actively encourage parent participation. They must accept parents as
valuable teachers, nurture increased levels of teacher-parent interaction, and support the
legitimate rights of parents,to be involved in school decisions that affect their children.

Large numbers of schools and teachers claim to support such a value orientation. Yet,
we find only a relatively few successful parent participation/partnership programs. Why?
Two significant barriers may be the high deivee of professionalization and of curriculum
-specialization° characteristic of so many contemporary schools. The enormous time and
energy commitments that are demandedof teachers as well as parentsalso contribute.
And, to be sure, sometimes there is a history of school-community hostility.

Helping teachers to move beyond these inhibiting factors and become more
, comfortable in actually implementing closer ties to parents is a major purpose Qf this

article. Since parent participation takes on its greatest meaninefor the child, teacher and
parent atthe'ciassroom-level, I will fo'cus most of my attention there rather than on the
.school as a Ohole.,

tAn Overview )-

First, let me suggest some activities that parents can handle adequately in the elementary
classroom. The list is not intended to, be all inclusive. ((And the, reader should-note that it
does not include 'clerical tasks. Clerical tasks, from my point of view, ought not to be
assigned to aparent volunteer. involvement with children's learning brings commitment;
-running off stencils in a back room or correcting papers does not.)

Reading to children

Listening to children read

Assisting children in such activities as sewing, cooking, knitting, auto mechanics,
4,woodworking, art, music, dance, etc.

Presenting slide's and films of trips to interestirtg places

Taking small groups of children on field trips associated with the Children's interests
Assuming responsibility for interest and activity centers .

-Sharing interests, hobbies and unique cultural backgrounds with children
Preparing instructional materials.
Assisting children in the use of audibvisnal devices

Assisting teachers in program evaluation
-Such activities bring children' into, contact with adults; other than the teacher, who can

share a potentially broad range of interests, occupatiohs, and life styles.Not only can this
result in an enriching experience for children (how many adults, other than their parents
and teachers, do most children talk to in depth?) but it may also help firovidg needed
individualization. Another outcome is an enlarged opportunity for harems to relate the



home life to school and the school more directly to home, thus strengtheningthe parents' .
sense of involvement with the education of their children. And, of course, it has the
potential of helping teachers gain added perspective from parents about the larger
community in which the school'eXists.

In addition, such parent participation has the polential of increasing public understand-
ing of education. Teachers and school administrators often argue that positive change is
impossible in their schools becalse "parents won't support change." Our experience at the
Univekity of North Dakota's Center fOr Teaching And Learning might_ be instructive.
We hifve, for the pasteight years, been actively involved in helping teachers and schools
move toward more open learning environments. And classrooms, in many settings, have
undergone enormous change. 'Yet parents have tended to be very supportivein large
Measure because teachers actively sought to involve them (not "sell" them). The more
time parents have spent in the classrooms, intereting with children and discussing educa-

c

'lion with teachers, the more supportive they have been' (Parents, like teachers, need
vision of a school that can be different from that which they experienced in order to react
thoughtfully.)

SomeMpys To Begin

Teachers needs to communicate, as early as possible, their desire to have parents partici-
:pate in the life of the clissroom._Sending a formal note to parents inviting them to,",visit
some time," _is not the way.. (Have you ever received that kind of invitation? How
seriously ciid you take it ?) Organizing for active participation and making parents. eel
they can .contribute is essential. Teachers need to make persoKial contacts with parents.
Informal coffees, honevisits,, telephone conyersations have-all been useful in establishing.
An early,.rapport. In such Informal setting's, a teacher can begin to share some of his/her
hopes for' thkhildre:n and gain a corresponding perspective frOm parents. Discussions
about such matrelfs a assroom Organization, materials, evaluation processes and ways,
for parents to parh ate can be addressed by the teacher. Parents, in turn, can be
encouraged Co retat, personal interests that might be useful to the teachers and helpful to .

the childreh..Relationships,formed in these inform al contacts will help both-the teacher
and the parents focus on,,ssistipg the children. .

.

In the early meetings, a checklist can be given to parents with positive suggestions of
classroom activities in which they might participate; it can become the, base for a
resource-file. Using thefile, the teacher can 'begin to organize parents to participate in
classroom-related activities. Or a parent committee can be asked to assume responsibility .

for organizing volunteers.

It is usually a major step for a arent to volunteer to assist in a classroom. One way
teachers can assure that th ea experiences fora parent are successful, is by keeping
them .quite specific. Many parents will feel more comfortable knowing that.they are
coming to the, classroom 410.00 a.m. this Tuesday and Thursday to teach knitting to
five children for a half-hour, or that they will assist a small group of children in preparing

,

pancakes at 9.00 a.m. on Friday ; or read stories to.children at 1/%00 a.m. Monday and
Wednesday, or take four children to the supermarket at .11:00 a.m. on Thursday, etc.
This approach of assigning classroom activities may well be. the pattern for most of the
parents throughout the year. Others; however, may feel comfortable enough to,,come at a
specific time each week-Leach Tuesday afternoonto assist in whatever manner seems
appropriate at that time.

1 Michae) Patton, Structural Dimensions of Open Education,and Parental I?eactions to Open Classrooms in
North'Dakota. A Soctological View of the Diffusion of Open Education as an Imrovation in Organization
Structure and Processes. Un- published Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1973.
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I'iel rne relatentore or ourexperience in Nbrth Dakota. We have found `that 'Parent pars-, 49 .
tIcipation increases in dassrooms that are moving"in more open directions, becoming
More cletentralfied.. Parents can enter such settings -easily: 'In highly structu'rea .

classrooms,, where most teaching is carried ;on in awhole-group manner, the entil of a
' parent may be "disruptive (everythingiends to skip and everyone looks'). We have found

also that when parents are encouraged to devote time to highly structured classroom
settings, specialized training is demanded, tkiis reducing the number who can participate. .

. ...... .

Before proceeding,,.1 should add a caution. Thachers'need .to avoid makingnegative
, judgments about those parents who dO not participate in the classroom; such as,. 'They

.

aren't interested in their children's classioom experience.' In many communities, sinile-
Parent families are common and the parent works. There may be preschool children at.
hop, transportation ay riot be availa , the parents' language ?night be' other than .
English, etc. All o the foregoing might make participation in, the 41,assrolim setting
difficult, if not 'i possible. Teachers and the schools where they i4ork should consider .

ways of supporting parents >who may have special*, problems with participation.
, Dabysitting services might be provided for preschool children of parents assisting in class;

rooms. Carpools Can be establisliedAo provictetranspbrtatiort between the home andthe
school. Written communications can be in the language of parents (Spanish, for example).
Ways can be found for parents to engage in activities at home that are useful tithe class-; I 4room, i.e., developing activity cards, making games forreading and social studies, saving
scraziterris 'useful in arts anti crafts, etc. Or a few children can be permitted to go to a ,..

particular parent's home for a learning activityfor example, bookbinding, converse,
tional pehish Or the preParation'of anethnic dish. -_. ,

. . . - . , o
1- '

Maiptaining 'taining Communication ....--
. `. - : .-.,: .. . ,- . .

To sustain an active Parent participation program,.teachers must work at ways of main- .
taining communication. ',commented earlier about informal coffees. Such' activities can
be organized at least several times eachyeal. Indeed, some schools invite a smaH,group of
parents each week to have coffee with the teacher; Administrators may act Aslacilitators
by assisting with the. classrporn at that, articular time or arranging to do so with a special
teachermusic, physical:education, etc,. (Substitutes, might also ibe used./ In 'other
settings, some parents are, invited each Friday afternoon for "tea and Cookies'..., the .
children assist in hosting the activity. Informal meetingS tray also.ocCur in parents' homes
on a rotating basis. ; - -

A classroom newsletter is another helpful way to keep parentsinfopned. It can Cake on
many forms. Many teachers that vtre work with send home a newsletter with the children
every day, thereby providing children an excellent opportunity at the end of each day to
evaluate whEt they haye been ,about. Newsletters also serve to keep parents sufficiently .

informed sa that they can carry on'a meaningful discusiion with their children as well as

I

the teachers.. .

'

Parent-teacher conferences, which schools tend to schedule several times a year, can
also be a means for maintaining effective communication and building a partnership (if
not Over-formalized). If possible, the conferince should be for not less than a half-hour in
duration; although thip might necessitate scheduling a class conference Over' a two,- or
three-week period, the results can be more satisfactory than under the typical pattern of ..
janiming them all into one gr twp -days., A meaningful discussion cannot occur in a ten-
minute conference. As many parents have told meand as I have also felt "I always
know that someone is waiting to come in so I'd better hurry.".

. , A
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,Teachers Should Make, the conference setting a.s.cornfortable As. possigleagAin asign . .
that'lKeschocllS'frie(tily and open to thetparent. .If.he,o'fmfet:e)tce must :Re carried out in :
the 'cla§srptirrfi:beiter toinove away from the teaOiert desk. The reaaing corpersmigl*be °. .,..i- ileasalzt- place, (And there ought to be chairs adults can sit in comfgitahly.) IkisAlso <'..

lielpfullOiteachers to be sensitive to their .language", -professional jargon Often.gets.itzilhe 1
Way.oleffettive communication with parents.:And teacherS' need. to be goo'd listeners-"At .

4 )ConfOrenie.ot,Parents can 'provide teachers vstith: many useftilArisights related. to their . ' +2
-- tt Iiildien. ; - .-", .,-.4.- , . .. A z' .i

. . 7 1 ..'"
1 Parent-teachgn workshops are alSo useful. Ihave participated irflargeAmbers of active :.

. .,,f t
.

workshops, which have focused oncsuch areas as reading, Mathematics; science, human
'relations. Not only did parents gain more knowledge abstit, education add educational., - -
materials (making attribute-block, for example, is a.goofl way to gain a sense of ivhat 4

. they .are and how they are used) but they produced, along with the teachers, fresh riate;
rialsior the clasSroom I5arerits have occasionally discovered, in such settings, thai'many

/ teachers, like themselves, "struggle" witlit-materils and their use._ And parents. sometimes -. , Ifind thatthey are more able in s.ome'areas that\ niany of 'the teachers, thus helping.t9 '- , -.',:" reduce the gap that often exists between themselves and teachers. I 'believe, this "leveling"
'is ,helpful, making parents less ,anxious about participation lietause they;can feel,mgre - .

.t - . -,.. ' -: confident that their contribation will be respected. :. 0 -. Some scliOols (typically those With relatively mature-Parehl programs) have estalilished-1 .parent- centers:-- containing booksperiodicirs, elms, and iileaslor classroom actitities to,. , -,.0, -assist parents in continuing their learning and enlarging'theic-capacity for active partici--..,
pation. As elementary school enrollment decilrieS, Space for suchpasrent-senfiggsAna5e bee ._..

1.4- ...
Ieasier to justify. : , or'

allall of the foregoing can take' much time.- Additibnal.plannirtgis necessary,../._ -!
Occasionally fife schedule needs to be aiteied.tO accommodate thq .tarries that,parestts can,,,,,:.be there And-the increased openriess.floes Lifovi de Lime earentS. enlarged, oppqrtunifieS
for criticism of 'teachers and the school. Bilt.parent-participation -is so- critical that n9, ,
problems or risks ought t9 "Stand-in the way. -1 .. -,' .. -I ..-1 .!.. ,.. ''.- -,..,= = -,.-1:4r,

We have madeittle mention of the principalARthis point, Put,. Clea6:,hisiheritipport .,can make a critical difference. .Principals, can assist tOpc.iiers in ,maintaisning: effective
communication with parents and can ensure alquality 'or openness. of the," 'schoorto
parents. Effective ,leadership 'fa parent participation should.be,,ro; of The princip4Ig, ,.major tasks.' - -, -.,

,
V- .... .0 4 t q , ...:

,Participant.COncils ,
- -'s *-

Implicit to much of what 'has been, Outlined a °vets a range of. informal decision-malsirig
proceises that telati to -partisidar' classrooms. .f.lut....rnuch may depenct,bn. individual -,

i teachers and a particularly sUpportive_principal: What happens, if they leave'l, How,cap
parentsbe assured that similarly ricrtivatettprofessional staffwill be, appointed? In sortie
communities-=top fe4n,partictriant councils are being organized in association, with each ,.
school (Or segnients of a _school"; for exainple, the u,ngraded primary unit):consistingof ,
Constituent parents and teachers? The'v councils, interpret the sthoal to the.C4rnyniinity;--, , . . 4 , --. , . f.,,-- / ° , ,,,2 The PTA is"b;ginning toiakeamore aggressive pc,aition.on decision-inaking in relationlo A particular- ,school.

,

andmay well becomeifte base for organizing participant councilt, Cdntact theiNational Congress of Parents'anct,
Teachers; 700 N Bus!? St , Chicago, IL fs0611,1bi helpful resources. Afram fssoijate,*1pc. (68 East 131st kt. f :, New York: 'NY 11453i is conlinitted to supporting parent decision-making in education; 4t also has a wealth;of 'smaterial fo'r parepts: write for bibliography, Other helpfuT sources are.theinsfttlitejor liesponsple Education ..Or Don Day.ieS; Dizettdr), 130g01) University, cannionwealth Ave., Boston, MA 022151 and the Natiorial .-(Committee faiSiti*nsirrEcliication, Suite410", Wade Lake Village, Columbia, mp'21044. l;'4

r 4
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represent it in its. relations with totee Board oducation, and keep ale principal and staff.
.

informed"Of community needs ansl.COncerns..SuCh couriells alsohelp organize parehts and
others the community who. wiihio contribute to the...life of The schools. Many councils..
interyiew prospective teachers and take part in khobl'-wide evaluations. Such councils are -
in evolutionary stpges and the full range of their,responsibilitiei is not yet d&r. But they
do repfesent anOfher ntajor effdrt to secure a' neaningfu(parent tole:

t
,

'; e -
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ART GUIDE `LET'S
' ' ;

UIDE--LET'S CREATE A FORM. Professional help to teachir, s wanting t6 provide guidance and en- 59
couragement to children forexpiession through art. Developed by 5anDiego County Department of Education. ' se
Full color. ISBN -0- $7173 - 028 -6.54 pp., 1969. 52 .50

L
., -

,,,, ,. ,

.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. Annotated list, titles.ajranged by age level and subject; major
awards noted.invaluable reference, ISBN=0-87173-008,1. 112 pp., 1974.52.75 - t'

$ ,..:
BITS & PIECESIMAGINATIVE USES FOR CHILDREN'S LEARNING. Recycling of finds, leftovers,give-
aways and thrOwaways for creative learning in class and at home. ISBN-0-87173-014-6. 72 ppv.1967. 52.00. .

CHILDREN AND DRUGS. Offers guidelines to teachers with drug-using children, plus suggestionson working
with children and their parents: Award winner. ISBN-0-87173-015-4. 64 pp., 1972.52.50 ,

. .
-CHILDRENAND INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION. Kit of three booklet guides indevelopingappreciation for
cultural diversity In sensitizing teachers to ethnicfly. Reports, interprets research. ISBN-4-87173-004-9, 72 pp.,
'1974.52.95

,..
, - r, -- . .:,

CHILDREN ARE CENTERS FOR UNDERSTANDING MEDIA. Ideas for involvement of children as photo-
graphers, filmmakers, videotapers, sound-seekers. Practical help for teachers. Fifteen articles; resource list.
ISBN-0-87173-017-0. 94 pp., 1973. 53.95 ,

,

CHILDREN'S.VIEWS OF THEMSELVES. By Ira J. Gordon. Lively and sympathetic look at children through .
new eyes and deepened perception of their feelings and ego-building needs, how, adults can develop,sensitivity.

' ISBN-0-87,173-019;7.140 pp:,, 1972..52.00 w ,5

COOKING AND EATING WITH CHILDREN A WAY TO LEARN.--Stretse`s the need to provide children with .
healthful foods and the importance of eating in a friendly climate. Recipe section, guide on child input. ISBN.:
0-6173-00,67,5.48 pp"., 1974. 52.50 .

.

CREATIVE DRAMATICS FOR ALL CHILDREN. Emily Gillies discusses six principles for using creative
dramatics Chapters on working with emotionally and physically handicapped and second-language speaking

, children.ISBN-0-87173-020-0. 64 pp., 1973. 53.25 i
.

GOOD & INEXPENSIVE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. Selections chosen for quality and price. Classified by
fiction, biography, picture books, hobbies, etc. Includes author and title indexes, publisher list. ISBN-0- 87173-
022 -7.64 pp., 1972.52.00

., , .

LEARNING CENTERS-,CHILDREN ON THEIR OWN. Combines theory and practice. Describesmodels of
individualized teaching. Discusses rolei, organization, evaluation, helpful hardware and open space. ISBN-0- ,

,87173-026-X. 84 pp ., 1970.52.50 : , 5.

;', , ...
.

NEW ViEWS OF SCHbOL AND CQMMUNWY. Nine educators offer practical and original ideas for relating
school and community Vignettes of ouistanding dPojects, extensive classified bibliography. Joint publicationof
,ACEI and NAESP. ISBN-0-87173434-0. 64 pp., 127375310 .

. . . '

OPENING, MIXING, MATCHING. Describek how nine teachers engaged in quest to open up curriculum, mix
age groups (0-8) and utilize the 43us for learning. Minnie Berson, coordinator. ISBN-0-87173-003-0. 44 pp.,

,, . 1974. $2.95 -
..-
, I ; 4,0...

.. ....... ... . ., . ....
4 PLAY: CHILDREN'S BUSINESS. Leading ,writers defend importande of leaming:through play. Includes toy/
.play materials guide for various age leveli. ISBN-0-87173405-7.56 pp., 1974. S2.95 '
SELECTING EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT ANb MATERIALS. Excellent reference guide foNeacherssupply-
ing classrooms for different age levels. Criteria for choosing. List of manufacturers. ISBN-0-87,173-010-3. 1976. 4,

" ..

TEACHING FOR SOCIAL VALUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES. Looks at value clarification and formation a§
essential elements of social studie; instruction. Many thought-provoking exercises. ISBN-0-6173-009-X. 72

(spp., 1974. S2.75 .

r. ..,

TESTING AN EVALUATION; NEW VIEWS. Confronts questions of why traditional evaluation procedures
are inadequate and what tests de) and don't do. Outlines a new frame of reference for meaningful, evaluation,
15BM-0-87173-000-6. 64pp., 1975. 52.10

i .; . , .

These publications may be ordered directly from ASSOCIATION tOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION INTER-
NATIONAL, 3615,WiscOnsin Avenue, N.W.,'Washington, DC dick. 20016. Please include or moneyorder ,,
payable to ACEI for cost of publications plus 10percent for postage and handling. Onfy orders over $10 may be
billed A complete publications catalog and membership information will besent free apon request.
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